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Moore’s law of scaling [6] directly or indirectly has been the most important driving force behind the
semiconductor industry and the main cause of the tremendous capabilities of today’s ICs. Scaling of
CMOS transistors and push for better performance enabled embedding of millions of Static Random
Access Memory (SRAM) cells into contemporary ICs. Although many aspects of CMOS scaling begin
to saturate, density scaling remains a key objective of the semiconductor industry [7]. Density scal-
ing enables circuit and architecture level parallelism and leads to energy-efficiency and performance
improvements. Embedded SRAMs can occupy the majority of the chip area in some applications and
due to their regular structures and broad applications, SRAMs are carefully designed with aggressive
layout rules [8]. Therefore, SRAM occupy a dominating portion of the total die area and the total power
consumption [9, 10].
There are several obstacles on the way of continuous scaling of SRAM. Power-delay-area product
of SRAM is not scaling as efficiently as that of logic circuits. This phenomenon is known as the non-
scaling problem of SRAM which presents one of the most difficult tasks in designing of nano-scaled
SRAMs. The possible solutions helping to mitigate the SRAM non-scaling problem are driven by the
target application of SRAM arrays with the high-performance applications on one end of the spectrum
and the low- power applications on the other. SRAMs are strongly subjected to the power, performance,
and density trade-offs; improvement in one of the dimensions strongly stresses the others and all three
dimensions are important to some degree in all applications. SRAM design involves making wise com-
promises to support the most important requirements based on the application.
As the process technology continues to scale deeper into the nanometer region, the stability of
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embedded SRAM cells is a growing concern as well. As a consequence, large SRAM arrays impact
all aspects of chip design and manufacturing because they became the yield-limiters in modern high-
performance ICs. Large arrays of fast SRAM help to boost the system performance. However, the
area impact of incorporating large SRAM arrays into a chip directly translates into a higher chip cost.
Balancing these requirements is driving the effort to minimize the footprint of SRAM cells. As a result,
millions of minimum-size SRAM cells are tightly packed making SRAM arrays the densest circuitry
on a chip. Such areas on the chip can be especially susceptible and sensitive to manufacturing defects
and process variations. SRAM design is highly constrained, especially in the face of limitations from
device-level process variability to system-level power consumption.
SRAM is a major yield limiter due to large number of transistor count, use of the smallest transistors
in the bitcells and increasing leakage-power consumption in sub-100 nm technologies. SRAM is more
vulnerable to process, voltage and temperature variations than other logic circuits since minimum size
devices are used in its design. As the SRAM bitcell size is scaled down in advanced technologies, the
device threshold voltage mismatch due to random dopant effect further irritates the problem and makes a
fundamental limit on the SRAM bitcell size. Therefore, SRAMs must be designed based on application
to support its important requirements.
The main motivation behind this research is the need to develop techniques for highly stable, power
efficient and high performance SRAM which has a heightening importance in digital systems. SRAM
design requires coordination with technology development due to its increasing sensitivity to processing
and manufacturing factors. As a result, this dissertation focuses on low-leakage and high performance
SRAM circuit techniques which are compatible with industry methodologies. It is the hope that this
dissertation contributes to solve some of the most critical issues facing SRAMs and every effort is made
to identify those as well. This dissertation contributes in the following areas:
1. Promoting memory-related research in academia by introducing OpenRAM memory Compiler.
2. SRAM stability and writability improvement by proposing a novel 8T bitcell.
3. SRAM performance improvement under process, temperature and voltage variations in deep
nanometer technologies, by proposing multi replica bitline delay and reconfigurable replica bitline
delay techniques to control the timing of SRAM sense amplifier in read operation.
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4. SRAM leakage and dynamic power reduction by proposing a novel, subthreshold and half-select
disturbance free 12T bitcell.
5. New approximate SRAM architecture for low-voltage video applications.
Chapter 2 describes the overall SRAM architecture, its operation principles and metrics needed to
evaluate the SRAM quality. Process variation effects on SRAM stability and operation and also different
types of process variations are described in this chapter. It is shown how process variation impacts the
critical parameters of SRAM.
Chapter 3 introduces OpenRAM, an open-source memory compiler and characterization methodol-
ogy. OpenRAM compiler is a flexible and portable platform for generating and verifying memory de-
signs across different technologies. OpenRAM in written in Python and generates Spice netlist, GDSII
layout and timing/power information for SRAMs in Freepdk45 and SCMOS technologies.
Chapter 4, 5, 6 and 7 explore circuit designs in order to improve the stability, access time and power
consumption in SRAMs. Chapter 4, describes a differential-ended single-port 8T SRAM bitcell which
is designed to improve the read stability and writability of SRAM in sub-100 nm technologies under
process variations. Dual-threshold configurations of proposed 8T bitcell are exhaustively examined for
read/write stability, leakage power, access time and other important metrics to find the best combination
of low and high threshold voltage devices in 8T bitcell which leads to a low power and high performance
SRAM.
In Chapter 5, Multi Replica Bitline Delay (MRBD) and Reconfigurable Replica Bitline Delay
(RRBD) techniques for sense amplifier enable signal generation are introduced. MRBD helps to reduce
the access time and power consumption of SRAM in scaled technology nodes. MRBD uses multiple
replica bitlines and replica cells to generate an accurate timing signal in high variability technologies. In
RRBD which has the same architecture as MRBD, number of replica columns and replica cells are con-
trolled with a digital control code. MRBD decreases the deviation and RRBD adjust the timing of sense
amplifier control signal. Performance of a 64 kb SRAM array with proposed 8T bitcell and MRBD
technique is compared to 6T SRAM array with traditional replica bitline, demonstrating improvements
in the read/write noise margin and the standard deviation reduction of the access time. Also, simulation
results of a 64 kb SRAM array with proposed RRBD technique are discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 6 introduces a novel subthreshold 12T SRAM bitcell suitable for low voltage applications.
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This 12T bitcell is half-select and read-disturb free, therefor provides efficient bit-interleaving structure
to solve multi-bit soft errors. Besides, This bitcell has a leakage control mechanism leads to a low-
voltage with less access time design for SRAM. Proposed 12T bitcell is demonstrated in a 64 kb (256×
256 bit) SRAM array in 32 nm CMOS SOI technology which operates up to 2 GHz at 0.9 V while it
shows a robust operation at 0.3 V and 50 MHz as well.
Chapter 7 introduces an approximate SRAM design for video applications. Energy can be traded
with output signal quality in this SRAM. The proposed approximate 6T SRAM architectures uses three
supply voltages to improve the static noise margin during read and write modes and also reduces leakage
current in retention mode, hence, it allows aggressive supply voltage scaling for low power multimedia
applications. Simulation results in IBM/Global Foundries cmos32soi 32 nm technology show a 69%
power saving and a 63% improvement in image quality for the proposed array compared to a con-
ventional single-supply 64 kb 6T SRAM at 0.70 V and 20 MHz. The proposed SRAM also allows a
dynamic power-quality trade-off at run time and makes the 6T SRAM array a suitable power efficient





Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) is a volatile memory as the information or the instructions
stored in the memory will be lost if the power is switched off. The word static means that the memory
retains its contents as long as the power is turned on and no refresh is needed like dynamic RAMs.
The word random refers to the fact that any piece of data can be returned at a constant time regardless
of its physical location and whether or not it is related to the previous piece of data. Random access
means that locations in the memory can be written to or read from in any order, regardless of the
memory location that was last accessed [11]. SRAM is used as one of the primary storage because of its
speed and consistency. SRAM is the main working area used for loading, displaying and manipulating
applications and data. In this Chapter SRAM architecture and its modules are described. Effect of
process variations on SRAM operation and common metrics to evaluate the stability of SRAM bitcell
are also explained.
2.2 Overall SRAM Architecture
SRAM’s typically consist of an array of memory bitcells with peripheral circuits and control logic.
Figure 2.1 clearly depicts the memory array as well as the other main blocks. The SRAM bitcell array,
address decoder, wordline driver, column multiplexer, precharge circuitry, write driver, sense amplifier,


















Figure 2.1: Overall SRAM architecture.
of these modules, in this dissertation only the schemes which are used in proposed SRAM designs are
explained.
SRAM Bitcell: The 6T bitcell is the most commonly used memory bitcell in SRAM devices. It
is named 6T bitcell because it consists of six transistors: two cross-coupled inverters and two access
transistors (M5 and M6) as shown in Figure 2.2. The cross-coupled inverters hold a data bit, Q, and
its inverted value, /Q. This bit can either be written into or read from by the bitlines (BL, /BL). The
access transistors are used to isolate the bitcell from the bitlines so that data is not corrupted while a
bitcell is idle. The transistors in the bitcell must be carefully sized to ensure proper operation. For a read
operation, the M1 and M2 must be sized larger than access transistors M5 and M6. This is necessary
because when the wordline is asserted, both Q and /Q are initially pulled up to the precharge value.
Assuming that a 1 is stored at Q, /Q must remain 0 regardless of the voltage rise experienced when the
wordline is asserted. During a write operation, the value stored in the bitcell is being overwritten. This
means that M5 and M6 must be strong enough to overpower the feedback inverter and must be sized










Figure 2.2: 6T SRAM bitcell (M1/M2 pull-down, M3/M4 pull-up and M5/M6 access transistors).
6T bitcells are tiled together in both the horizontal and vertical directions to make up the memory
array. This means that the memory bitcell should be made as small as possible so that the array can be
as dense as possible. The size of the memory array is directly related to the number of words and the
size of the words that will need to be stored in the SRAM. For example, an 8 kB memory with a word
size of 8 bits, will consist of 8 columns and 1024 rows. It is common practice to keep the aspect ratio
of memory arrays as square as possible. This helps ensure that the bitlines do not become too long,
which can increase the bitline capacitance, slow down the operation, and lead to increased leakage. To
make the design more square, multiple words can share rows by interleaving the bits of each word. If
the 8 kb memory was rearranged to allow two words per row, then the array would have 16 columns and
512 rows. Geometrically distributing the bits of each word (by allowing multiple words per row with
interleaved bits) improves yield and soft-error robustness [11].
Other types of memory bitcells, such as 7T, 8T, 10T and even 12T bitcells, can be used as alternatives
to the 6T bitcell. Each of these bitcells offer certain advantages. For example, the 8T bitcell provides
higher read and write noise margins in comparison to the 6T bitcell [1, 2, 12]. The 10T [13, 14] and
12T [4, 5, 15] bitcells provide improved soft error tolerance and operation at lower supply voltages.
More details on 8T, 10T and 12T bitcells are provided in Chapter 4 and 6.
Precharge Circuitry: The precharge circuit is used to precharge both bitlines during the first phase
of the clock in read and write operations and is depicted in Figure 2.3(a). It is a fairly simple circuit that
consists of three PMOS transistors. The input signal to the cell, PCLK, enables all three transistors.
M1 and M2 charge BL and /BL to VDD and M3 helps to equalize the voltages on the bitlines [11].
















Figure 2.3: (a) Precharger, (b) sense amplifier with isolation transistors and (C) write driver.
voltage difference between the bitlines during a read operation.
Sense Amplifier: The sense amplifier is used to sense the difference between the bitlines while
a read operation is performed. A sense amplifier is necessary to recover the signals from the bitlines
because they do not experience full voltage swing. As the size of the memory array grows, the capacitive
load of the bitlines increase and the voltage swing is limited by the small memory bitcells driving this
large load. A differential sense amplifier is used to sense the small voltage difference between the
bitlines and accelerates the read operation. The schematic for the sense amp is shown in Figure 2.3(b).
The sense amplifier is enabled by the S en signal, which initiates the read operation. Before the sense
amplifier is enabled, the bitlines are precharged to VDD by the precharge unit. When the sense amp is
enabled, one of the bitlines experiences a voltage drop based on the value stored in the memory bitcell.
If a zero is stored, the BL voltage drops and if a one is stored, the /BL voltage drops. The voltage
difference between BL and /BL is sensed and the output signal is then taken to a true logic level and
latched to the data bus [11].
Write Driver: The write driver is used to drive the input signal into the memory bitcell during a
write operation. It can be seen in Figure 2.3(c) that the write driver consists of two tristate buffers. It
takes in a data bit, from the data bus, and outputs that value on the BL, and its complement on /BL.
Both tristates are enabled by the W en signal. The bitlines always need to be complements to ensure
that correct data is stored in the 6T bitcell. Also, the drivers need to be appropriately sized as the
memory array grows and the bitline capacitance increases [11].








































Figure 2.4: A 4:16 hierarchical decoder with wordline driver.
address bus as inputs, and asserts the appropriate wordline in the row that data is to be read from or
written to. An n-bit input can control 2n wordlines. Figure 2.4 illustrates a 4-to-16 hierarchical decoder
made of two 2-to-4 decoders. Based on the input address, a specific wordlines is asserted [11]. Wordline
drivers are inserted, as buffers, in-between the wordline output of the address decoder and the input of
the 6T bitcell. The wordline drivers ensure that as the size of the memory array increases, and the
wordline capacitance increases, the signal is still able to turn on the access transistors in all bitcells.
Column Multiplexer: The schematic for a 2-to-1 multiplexer is shown in Figure 2.5. This type of
multiplexer is bi-directional and is used for both the read and write operations; it connects the bitlines
of the memory array to both the sense amplifier and the write driver. If there is only one word per
row in the array, then no column mux is needed. Relative to other column mux designs, such as tree
mux, single pass-transistor mux uses significantly less devices and better performance [11]. tree mux
design can provide poor performance if a large decoder with many levels is needed. The delay of a tree
mux quadratically increases with each level [11]. Due to this fact, single pass-transistor mux should be
considered for larger memory arrays.
Control Logic: The control circuitry ensures that the SRAM operates as intended during a read
or write cycle by enabling the necessary structures in the SRAM. As shown in Figure 2.6, the control
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Figure 2.5: A 2:1 single-pass-transtistor column multiplexer.
Table 2.1: Generation of control signals in a synchronous SRAM design.
Operation Inputs Outputs
CSb OEb WEb s en w en tri en
READ 0 0 1 1 0 1
WRITE 0 1 0 0 1 0
logic takes three active low signals as inputs: chip select bar (CSb), output enable bar (OEb), and write
enable bar (WEb). CSb enables the entire SRAM chip. When CSb is low, the appropriate control
signals are generated and sent to the architecture blocks. Conversely, if CSb is high then no control
signals are generated and SRAM is turned off or disabled. The OEb signal signifies a read operation;
while it is low the value seen on the data bus will be an output from the memory. Similarly, the WEb
signal signifies a write operation. All of the input control signals are latched with master-slave flip-
flops, ensuring that the control signal stays valid for the entire operation cycle. The control signal
flip-flops use the normal clock to generate local signals used to enable or disable structures based on the
operation [16, 17, 18]. Address and input-data flip-flops are combined with global clock as well.
After all control signals are latched, they are ANDED with the clk bar because the read/write cir-
cuitries should only be enabled after the precharging of the bitlines had ended on the negative edge
of the clock. The w en signal enables the write driver during a write to the memory.The s en sig-
nal enables the sense amplifier during a read operation. Details on MRBD architecture are outlined in











































Figure 2.6: Control logic circuitry with SRAM array.
data bus. Table 2.1 shows the truth table for the control logic. The s en signal to enable the sense
amplifier is true when (CSb . OEb . Clk bar) is true. Similarly, write driver enable signal, w en, is
true when (CSb . WEb . Clk bar) is true. tri en and tri en bar are true when∼ (OEb bar|Clk) and
∼ (OEb . Clk bar) are true, respectively.
2.3 Process Variation Effects on SRAM Stability
In classic Dennard scaling [19], oxide thickness, transistor length and width were scaled by a constant
factor (1/k) in order to provide a delay improvement of 1/k at constant power density [19]. As a
consequence of continued density scaling, features are moving ever closer to atomic dimensions and
light wavelengths which means management of variation will play a major role in future technology
scaling.
Aggressive scaling of CMOS transistors in sub-100 nm nodes has led to chips with billions of
transistors in modern ICs that created huge design challenges. Manufacturing tolerances in process
technology are not scaling at the same pace as transistor channel length due to process control limi-
tations and variations due to fundamental physical limits are increasing significantly with technology
scaling. Currently variability is one of the biggest challenges facing the semiconductor industry which
dramatically impacting SRAM design at nanometer technology nodes. Process variations have a strong
impact on SRAM because they increase bitcell failure probability especially at low voltage. In addition,
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SRAM uses the minimum sized transistors to achieve the highest possible integration density, which
makes SRAM the most sensitive circuit to process variations. SRAM yield has a strong impact on the
overall product yield and SRAM yield loss due to variability is likely the dominant cause of yield loss
in modern ICs. Therefore, development of variation-tolerant techniques to reduce SRAM sensitivity to
variations is the main focus of SRAM design in sub-100 nm technologies.
Variation is the deviation from intended values for structure or a parameter of concern. The electrical
performance of modern ICs are subject to different sources of variations that affect both the device and
interconnects. The sources of variation can be categorized into two groups [20]:
1. Die-to-Die Variations (global variations or inter-die variations): affect all devices on the same
chip in the same way. For example, Die-to-Die variations may cause all the transistors’ gate
lengths to be larger than a nominal value. global variations have been a longstanding design
issue, and are typically accounted for during circuit design with using corner models. These
corners are chosen to account for the circuit behavior under the worst possible variation, and
were considered efficient in older technologies where the major sources of variation were global
variations [20]. Global variation is the gradient variation across the wafer caused due to physical
errors during manufacturing a device. It is caused due to misalignment in the lenses and change in
properties of elements used in the lithographic process. Global variation is the difference between
average parameter values of the die and can include the average NMOS/PMOS threshold voltage,
dielectric thickness or poly width.
2. Within-Die Variations (local variations or intra-die variations): correspond to variability
within a single chip, and may affect different devices differently on the same chip. For ex-
ample, devices in close proximity may have different VTH than the rest of the devices. Local
variation is between the devices placed in close vicinity of each other and can include the num-
ber of NMOS/PMOS channel doping ions, poly line edge roughness and local layout dependent
lithography effects. local variations can be subdivided into two classes [20]:
Random variations: are sources that show random behavior, and can be characterized using their
statistical distribution.
Systematic variations: show variational trends across a chip which are caused by physical phe-
nomena during manufacturing such as distortions in lenses and other elements of lithographic
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systems.
The terms random variation and systematic variation do not have a unified definition in the semi-
conductor community. random variation can be defined as the variation measured between a pair of two
closely spaced objects. Systematic variation can be defined as the variation measured from a number
of widely separated objects, after the random variation has been removed [21]. If the SRAM is within
the process defined area then it is dominated by random mismatch. If the SRAM is large enough then
systematic variation will dominate over random variation. Devices fabricated at the center of the wafer
will have different properties when compared to the devices fabricated at the edge of the wafer [22, 23].
Process variations impact device structure and change the electrical properties of the circuit. However,
process variation is not a barrier to Moor’s law of scaling [6]; it is a challenge to be overcome and design
can play an important role in variability reduction.
2.4 SRAM Operation
2.4.1 Read and Write Operation
The 6T bitcell can be accessed to perform the two main operations associated with memory: reading
and writing. When a read is to be performed, both bitlines are precharged to VDD. This precharging
is done during the first half of the read cycle and is handled by the precharge circuitry. In the second
half of the read cycle the wordline is asserted, which enables the access transistors. If a 1 is stored in
the bitcell then /BL is discharged to GND, and BL is pulled up to VDD. Conversely, if a 0 is stored,
then BL is discharged to GND and /BL is pulled up to VDD [11]. While performing a write operation,
both bitlines are also precharged to VDD during the first half of the write cycle. Again, the world line is
asserted, and the access transistors are enabled. The value that is to be written into the bitcell is applied
to BL, and its complement is applied to /BL. The drivers that are applying the signals to the bitlines
must be appropriately sized so that the previous value in the bitcell can be overwritten [11].
2.4.2 Read and Write Stability
Voltage Transfer Characteristic Curves: The read Static Noise Margin (SNM) quantifies the extent to




































Figure 2.7: Voltage transfer characteristic curves for (a) SNM and (b) WNM calculation.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Shifted butterfly curves under process variation and (b) Gaussian distribution for SNM.
read condition. The SNM is defined as the maximum possible noise available at the gates of the cross-
coupled inverters or storage element that does not flip the bitcell value [24]. The read Voltage Transfer
Characteristic (VTC) can be measured by sweeping the voltage at storage node Q with both BL and
/BL and WL biased at VDD while monitoring the node voltage at /Q [11]. The SNM can be quantified
by the side of the largest square embedded between the read VTC curves. Figure 2.7(a) shows the read
VTC curves for the 6T bitcell during read operation. Figure 2.8(a) shows how variation can shift the
transfer-functions, easily leading to the loss of the read SNM. Figure 2.8(b) shows the distribution of the
SNMs in presence of local and global variations. As shown, variation strongly limits the region where
read SNM is preserved, specifically restricting operation at low VDD and high VTH , where sub-array
energy tends to be optimized.
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The Write Noise Margin (WNM) measures how easy or difficult it is to write into the bitcell; it is
the highest BL potential that can flip the bitcell data [24]. The write VTC is measured by sweeping
the voltage at the storage node Q with BL and WL biased at VDD and /BL biased at GND while
monitoring the node voltage at /Q. This VTC should be used in combination with the VTC measured
by sweeping the voltage at the storage node /Q while monitoring the node voltage at Q [11]. WNM
can be quantified by the side of the smallest square embedded between the lower-right half of the VTC
curves. Figure 2.7(b) shows the WNM of 6T bitcell. During read or hold, three roots of intersection are
desired, indicating bistability as shown in Figure 2.7(a). During write, only one root of intersection is
desired, so that the cell will deterministically flip to one of the two data states, as set by the BL polarity
as shown in Figure 2.7(b).
Variation strongly limits the functional region and decreases the SNM and WNM value at low supply
voltages. Some read VTC curves will fail to preserve a 0 when device M5 becomes too strong, relative
to M1 (see Figure 2.2), and the trip point of the opposite inverter shifts toward 0 V from a weakened
M4 and a strengthened M2. Also, some write VTC curves will fail to successfully write from 1 to 0
under complementary conditions of a strong M3, weak M5, and strong M2. The main reason is related
to the fact that the current through a transistor is proportional to (VGS - VTH ) when VGS > VTH , and
is approximately proportional to 10(VGS−VTH)/100 mv when VGS < VTH . Thus, the impact of VTH
fluctuation reduces with increasing power supply but becomes intolerable at low supply voltages.
N-Curves: Figure 2.9(a) shows the N-curves of a 6T SRAM bitcell under VTH variation. N-curves
contains information on both read stability and writability of a SRAM bitcell, therefore allows a com-
plete stability analysis with only one curve [25, 26]. For extracting the N-curve as shown in Fig-
ure 2.9(b), bitlines and wordline are at VDD. A voltage (Vin) sweep node Q from 0 to VDD and the
corresponding current Iin is measured [25]. Following parameters define how stable is bitcell in read
and write mode:
Static Voltage Noise Margin (SVNM): is the voltage difference between first two zero crossing
points in Figure 2.9(a) and indicates the maximum tolerable DC noise voltage at the input of the inverter
in bitcell before its content changes [25].
Static Current Noise Margin (SINM): is defined as the maximum value of the DC current that can
be injected into the SRAM bitcell before its content changes [25] and is given by the peak value of the
Iin that is between the first two zero crossing points in Figure 2.9(a).
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Figure 2.9: (a) Shifted N-Curves under process variations (b) setup to calculate the N-curve values.
Write-Trip Voltage (WTV): defines the maximum voltage on the bitline to flip the bitcell state [25].
In N-curve, the voltage difference between the second and last zero crossing points is the WTV.
Write-Trip Current (WTI): is the amount of current needed to write over the content of bitcell. The
negative peak value of Iin after the second zero crossing of N-curves in Figure 2.9(a) gives the WTI [25].
In order to measure the read stability, the static power noise margin (SPNM), which is the area
below the N-curves between the first two crossing points and has a unit of power, must be considered.
The SPNM can be calculated by multiplying the SVNM and SINM values. Bitcell with larger SPNM
have better read data stability. Similarly, for the write-ability, write-trip power (WTP) which is the area
above N-curve between second and last crossing point must be considered. The WTP can be calculated
by multiplying WTV and WTI and for a faster writability the value of WTP must be smaller.
According to the measurement and analysis in [27] values from N-curve are poorly correlated with
write ability and N-curve is not a suitable method to calculate the write noise margin. Here in this
dissertation, only VTC curves are used to calculate the stability in both read and write operation.
2.5 Summary and Conclusions
This Chapter Explained the SRAM modules and SRAM operation. Effect of process variation on SRAM
operation and stability are discussed and it is shown that how increased process variation in sub-100 nm
technologies leads to less stability in SRAM operation. Several metrics which are going to be use in




OpenRAM: A Portable Open-Source
Memory Compiler and Characterizer
3.1 Introduction
SRAMs have become a standard component embedded in all System-on-Chip (SoC), Application-
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), and micro-processor designs. Their wide application leads to a
variety of requirements in circuit design and memory configuration. However, manual design is too
time consuming. The regular structure of memories leads well to automation that produces size and
configuration variations quickly, but developing this with multiple technologies and tool methodologies
is challenging. Thus, a memory compiler is a critical tool. Most academic ICs design methodologies are
limited by the availability of memories. Many standard-cell Process Design Kits (PDKs) are available
from foundries and vendors, but these PDKs frequently do not come with memory arrays or memory
compilers. If a memory compiler is freely available, it often only supports a generic process technol-
ogy that is not fabricable. Due to academic funding restrictions, commercial industry solutions are
often not feasible for researchers. In addition, these commercial solutions are limited in customization
of the memory sizes and specific components of the memory. PDKs may have the options to request
black box memory models, but these are also not modifiable and have limited available configurations.
These restrictions and licensing issues make comparison and experimentation with real world memories
impossible.
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Academic researchers are able to design their own custom memories, but this can be a tedious and
time-consuming task and may not be the intended purpose of the research. Frequently, the memory
design is the bare minimum that the research project requires, and, because of this, the memory designs
are often inferior and are not optimized. In memory research, peripheral circuits are often not consid-
ered when comparing memory performance and density. The lack of a customizable compiler makes
it difficult for researchers to prototype and verify circuits and methodologies beyond a single row or
column of memory bitcells.
The OpenRAM compiler aims to provide an open-source memory compiler development framework
for memories. It provides reference circuit and physical implementations in a generic 45 nm technology
and fabricable Scalable CMOS (SCMOS), but it has also been ported to several commercial technology
nodes using a simple technology file. OpenRAM also includes a characterization methodology so that it
can generate the timing/power characterization results in addition to circuits and layout while remaining
independent of specific commercial tools. Most importantly, OpenRAM is completely user-modifiable
since all source code is open source at:
https://openram.soe.ucsc.edu
This Chapter provides a background on previous memory compilers and presents the reference
memory architecture in OpenRAM. Implementation and main features of the OpenRAM memory com-
piler are introduced and an analysis of the area, timing and power is shown for different sizes and
technologies of memory.
3.2 Background
Memory compilers have been used in design flows to reduce the design time long before contemporary
compilers [28, 29]. However, these compilers were generally not portable as they were nothing more
than quick scripts to aid designers. Porting to a new technology essentially required rewriting the scripts.
However, the increase in design productivity when porting designs between technologies has led to more
research on memory array compilers [30, 31, 32, 33].
As technology entered the Deep Sub-Micron (DSM) era, memory designs started becoming one of
the most challenging parts of circuit design due to decreasing SNM, increasing fabrication variability,
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and increasing leakage power consumption. This increased the complexity of memory compilers dra-
matically as they had to adapt to the ever-changing technologies. Simultaneously, design methodologies
shifted from silicon compilers to standard cell place and route methods which required large optimized
libraries. During this time, industry began using third-party suppliers of standard cell libraries and mem-
ory compilers that allowed their reuse to amortize development costs. These next-generation memory
compilers provided silicon-verification that allowed designers to focus on their new design contribution
rather than time-consuming tasks such as memory generation.
Contemporary memory compilers have been widely used by industry, but the internal operation
is typically hidden. Several prominent companies and foundries have provided memory compilers to
their customers. These memory compilers usually allow customers to view front-end simulation, tim-
ing/power values, and pin locations after a license agreement is signed. Back-end features such as
layout are normally supplied directly to the fab and are only given to the user for a licensing fee. Specif-
ically, Global Foundries [34] offers front-end PDKs for free, but not back-end detailed views. Virage
Logic [35] provides a dashboard control compiler that selects from a pre-designed set of memory con-
figurations. Faraday Technologies [36] provides a black box design kit for UMC technologies, where
users do not know the details of the internal memory design. Dolphin Technology [37] offers closed-
source compilers which can create RAMs, ROMs, and CAMs for TSMC, UMC, and IBM technologies.
The majority of these commercial compilers do not allow the customer to alter the base design, are
restricted by the company’s license, and usually require a fee. This makes them virtually unavailable
and not useful for many academic research projects.
In addition to memory compilers provided by industry, various research groups have released scripts
to generate memories. However, these designs are not silicon verified and are usually only composed of
simple structures. For example, FabMem [38] is able to create small arrays, but it is highly dependent on
the Cadence design tools. The scripts do not provide any characterization capability and cannot easily
integrate with commercial place and route tools. Another recent, promising solution for academia is
the Synopsys Generic Memory Compiler (GMC) [39]. The software is provided with sample generic
libraries such as Synopsys’ 32/28 nm and 90 nm abstract technologies and can generate the whole
SRAM for these technologies. GMC generates GDSII layout data, SPICE netlists, Verilog and VHDL
models, timing/power libraries, and DRC/LVS verification reports. GMC, however, is not recommended











































Figure 3.1: OpenRAM SRAM architectures.
Large Scale Integration (VLSI) courses to learn about using memories in design flows.
There have been multiple attempts by academia to implement a memory compiler that is not re-
stricted: the Institute of Microelectronics’ SRAM IP Compiler [33], School of Electronic Science and
Engineering at Southeast University’s Memory IP Compiler [40], and Tsinghua University’s Low Power
SRAM Compiler [41]. These are all methodologies and design flows for a memory compiler, but there
were no public releases to view or to use.
3.3 Architecture
The OpenRAM SRAM architecture is based on a bank of memory bitcells with peripheral circuits and
control logic as illustrated in Figure 3.1. These are further refined into eight major blocks: the bitcell
array, the address decoder, the wordline drivers, the column multiplexer, the precharge circuitry, the
sense amplifier, the write drivers, and the control logic.
Bitcell Array: In the initial release of OpenRAM, the 6T bitcell is the default memory bitcell
because it is the most commonly used bitcell in SRAM devices. 6T bitcells are tiled together with
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abutting wordline and bitlines to make up the memory array. The bitcell array’s aspect ratio is made
as square as possible using multiple columns of data words. The memory bitcell is a custom designed
library cell for each technology. Other types of memory bitcells, such as 7T, 8T, and 10T bitcells [1, 2,
13, 14], can be used as alternatives to the 6T bitcell.
Address Decoder: The address decoder takes the row address bits as inputs and asserts the appro-
priate wordline so that the correct memory bitcells can be read from or written to. The address decoder
is placed to the left of the memory array and spans the array’s vertical length. Different types of de-
coders can be used such as an included dynamic NAND decoder, but OpenRAM’s default option is a
hierarchical CMOS decoder.
WordLine Driver: Wordline drivers are inserted between the address decoder and the memory
array as buffers. The wordline drivers are sized based on the width of the memory array so that they can
drive the row select signal across the bitcell array.
Column Multiplexer: The column multiplexer is an optional block that uses the lower address bits
to select the associated word in a row. The column mux is dynamically generated and can be omitted
or can have 2 or 4 inputs. Larger column muxes are possible, but are not frequently used in memories.
There are options for a single pass transistor mux or a multi-level tree mux.
Bitline Precharge: This circuitry precharges the bitlines during the first phase of the clock for read
operations. The precharge circuit is placed on top of every column in the memory array and equalizes
the bitline voltages so that the sense amplifier can sense the voltage difference between the two bitlines.
Precharge schematic is shown in Figure 2.3(a).
Sense Amplifier: A differential sense amplifier is used to sense the voltage difference between the
bitlines of a memory bitcell while a read operation is performed. The sense amplifier uses a bitline
isolation technique to increase performance. The sense amplifier circuitry is placed below the column
multiplexer or the memory array if no column multiplexer is used. There is a sense amplifier for each
output bit. The sense amplifier schematic is shown in Figure 2.3(b).
Write Driver: The write drivers send the input data signals onto the bitlines for a write operation.
The write drivers are tristated so that they can be placed between the column multiplexer/memory array
and the sense amplifiers. There is a write driver for each input data bit. The write driver schematic is
shown in Figure 2.3(c).
Control Logic: The OpenRAM SRAM architecture incorporates a standard synchronous memory
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2: Synchronous SRAM interface of OpenRAM.
interface using a system clock (clk). The control logic uses an externally provided output enable (OEb),
chip select (CSb), and write enable (WEb) signals to enable the combination of multiple SRAMs into
a larger structure. Internally, the OpenRAM compiler can have 1, 2, or 4 memory banks to amortize the
control logic and peripheral circuitry. All of the input control signals are stored using master-slave (MS)
flip-flops (FF) to ensure that the signals are valid for the entire clock cycle. During a read operation,
data is available after the negative clock edge (second half of cycle) as shown in Figure 3.2(a). To
avoid dead cycles which degrade performance, a Zero Bus Turn-around (ZBT) technique is used in
OpenRAM timing [42]. The ZBT enables higher memory throughput since there are no wait states.
During ZBT writes, data is set up before the negative clock edge and is captured on the negative edge.
Figure 3.2(b) shows the timing for input signals during the write operation. The internal control signals
are generated using a replica bitline (RBL) structure for the timing of the sense amplifier enable and
output data storage [43]. The RBL turns on the sense amplifiers at the exact time in presence of process
variability in sub-100 nm technologies.
3.4 Implementation
OpenRAM’s methodology is implemented using an object-oriented approach in the Python program-
ming language. Python is a simple, yet powerful language that is easy to learn and very human-readable.
Moreover, Python enables portability to most operating systems. OpenRAM has no additional depen-
dencies except a DRC/LVS tool, but that is disabled with a warning if the tools are unavailable.
In addition to system portability, OpenRAM is also translatable across numerous process technolo-





























(word size, memory size, aspect ratio, etc.)
Figure 3.3: Overall compilation and characterization methodology.
features across all technologies. To facilitate user modification and technology interoperability, Open-
RAM provides a reference implementation in 45 nm FreePDK45 [44] and a fabricable option using
the MOSIS Scalable CMOS (SCMOS) design rules [45]. FreePDK45 uses many design rules found
in modern technologies, but is non-fabricable, while SCMOS enables fabrication of designs using the
MOSIS foundry services. SCMOS is not confidential and an implementation using it is included, how-
ever, it does not include many advanced DSM design rules. OpenRAM has also been ported to other
commercial technologies, but these are not directly included due to licensing issues.
OpenRAM’s framework is divided into front-end and back-end methodologies as shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. The front-end has the compiler and the characterizer. The compiler generates Spice mod-
els and its GDSII layouts based on user inputs. The characterizer calls a Spice simulator to produce
timing/power results. The back-end uses the generated spice netlists and GDSII layouts to generate
annotated timing and power models using back-annotated characterizations.
3.4.1 Base Data Structures
The design modules in OpenRAM are derived from the design class (design.py). The design class has a
name, a Spice model (netlist), and a layout. Both the Spice model and the layout inherit their capabilities
from a hierarchical class. The design class also provides inherited functions to perform DRC and LVS
verification of any design. The design class derives from the spice class (hierarchy spice.py) which has
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a data structure to maintain the circuit hierarchy. This class maintains the design instances, their pins,
and their connections as well as helper functions to maintain the structure and connectivity of the circuit
hierarchy.
The design class also derives from a layout class (hierarchy layout.py). This class has list of physical
instances of sub-modules in the layout and a structure for simple objects such as shapes and labels in the
current hierarchy level. In addition, there are helper functions that maintain the physical layout struc-
tures. OpenRAM has an integrated, custom GDSII library to read, write, and manipulate GDSII files.
The library, originally called GdsMill [46], has been modified, debugged, and extended for OpenRAM.
Full rights were given to include the GdsMill source with OpenRAM, but to make the interfacing easier
and porting to other physical layout databases possible, OpenRAM implements a geometry wrapper
class (geometry.py) that abstracts the GdsMill library.
3.4.2 Technology and Tool Portability
OpenRAM is technology-independent by using a technology directory that includes the technology’s
specific information, rules, and library cells. Technology parameters such as the design rule check
(DRC) rules and the GDS layer map are required to ensure that the dynamically generated designs are
DRC clean. Custom designed library cells such as the memory bitcell and the sense amplifier are also
placed in this directory. A very simple design rule parameter file has the most important design rules
for constructing basic interconnect and transistor devices. FreePDK45 and SCMOS reference libraries
are provided.
OpenRAM uses some custom-designed library primitives as technology input. Since density is
extremely important, the following cells are pre-designed in each technology: 6T bitcell, sense amplifier,
master-slave flip-flop, tri-state gate, and write driver. All other cells are generated on-the-fly using a
parameterizable gate primitive.
OpenRAM can be used for various technologies since it creates the basic components of memory de-
signs that are common over these technologies. For technologies that have specific design requirements,
such as specialized well contacts, the user can include helper functions in the technology directory. This
is done so that the main compiler remains free of dependencies to specific technologies.
OpenRAM has two functions that provide a wrapper interface with DRC and LVS tools. These two
functions perform DRC and LVS using the GDSII layout and Spice netlist files. Since each DRC and
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LVS tool has different output, this routine is customized per tool to parse DRC/LVS reports and return
the number of errors while also outputting debug information. These routines allow flexibility of any
DRC/LVS tool, but the default implementation calls Calibre nmDRC and nmLVS. In OpenRAM, both
DRC and LVS are performed at all levels of the design hierarchy to enhance bug tracking. DRC and
LVS can be disabled for improved run-time or if tool licenses are not available.
3.4.3 Class Hierarchy
1. Low-Level Classes : OpenRAM provides parameterized transistor and logic gate classes that help
with technology portability. These classes generate a technology-specific transistor and simple
logic gate layouts so that many modules do not rely on library cells. It is also used when a module
such as the write driver needs transistor sizing to optimize performance. The parameterized tran-
sistor (ptx.py) generates a basic transistor of specified type and size. The parameterized transistor
class is used to provide several parameterized gates including pinv.py, nand2.py, nand3.py, and
nor2.py.
2. Top-Level Classes : The openram class (openram.py) organizes execution of the program and
instantiates a single memory design in the sram class while saving the resulting design files. It
accepts user-provided parameters to generate the design. The sram class (sram.py) decides the
appropriate internal parameter dependencies shown in Table 3.1. They are dependent on the user-
desired data word size, number of words, and number of banks. It is responsible for instantiation
of the single control logic module which controls the SRAM banks. The control logic ensures
that only one bank is active in a given address range. The bank class (bank.py) does the bulk of
the non-control memory layout. It instantiates 1, 2, or 4 bitcell arrays and coordinates the row and
column address decoders along with their precharge, sense amplifiers, and input/output data flops.
Every other block in the memory design has a class for its base cell (e.g., sense amplifier.py) and
an array class (e.g., sense amplifier array.py) that is responsible for tiling the base cell. Each class
is responsible for physically placing and logically connecting its own sub-circuits while passing
its dimensions and port locations up to higher-level modules.
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Table 3.1: Dependencies required for sub-modules.
Variable Equation




Num of Rows num words/words per row
Num of Cols words per row ∗ word size
Col Addr Size log2(words per row)
Row Addr Size log2(num of rows)
Total Addr Size row addr size+ col addr size
Data Size word size
Num of Bank num banks
3.4.4 Characterization
OpenRAM includes a memory characterizer that measures the timing and power characteristics through
Spice simulation. The characterizer has four main stages: generating the Spice stimulus, running the
circuit simulations, parsing the simulator’s output, and producing the characteristics in a Liberty (.lib)
file.
The stimulus is written in standard Spice format and can be used with any simulator that supports
this. The stimulus only uses the interface of the memory (e.g., bi-directional data bus, address bus,
and control signals) to perform black box timing measurements. Results from simulations are used to
produce the average power, setup/hold times, and timing delay of the memory design. Setup and hold
times are obtained by analyzing the flip-flop library cell in the technology. These setup and hold times
are equivalent because OpenRAM has a completely synchronous input interface. The setup time, hold
time, and delay are found using a bidirectional search technique.
3.4.5 Unit Tests
Probably the most important feature of OpenRAM is the set of thorough regression tests implemented
with the Python unit test framework. These unit tests allow users to add features without worrying
about breaking functionality. They also guide users when porting to new technologies. Every sub-
module has its own regression test and there are also regression tests for memory functionality, library
cell verification, timing verification, and technology verification.
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2 Kb (1 bank x 32 words x 64 bits) 4 Kb (4 banks x 32 words x 32 bits) 16 Kb (2 banks x 128 words x 64 bits) 
Figure 3.4: Symmetrical placement of single and multi-bank SRAMs in OpenRAM.
3.5 Results
Figure 3.4 shows several different SRAM layouts generated by OpenRAM in FreePDK45. OpenRAM
can generate single bank and multi-bank SRAM arrays. Banks are symmetrically placed to have the
same delay for data, address and control signals.
Figure 3.5 shows the memory area of different total size and data word width in FreePDK45 and
SCMOS, respectively. As expected, the smaller process technology (45 nm) has lower total area overall
but the trends are similar in both technologies. Figure 3.5 also shows the access time of different size
and data word width in FreePDK45 and SCMOS, respectively. Increasing the memory size generally
increases the access time; long bitline and wordline increase the access time by adding more parasitic
capacitance and resistance, therefore having shorter bitline and wordline helps to speed up the read
operation. Since OpenRAM uses multiple banks and column muxing, it is possible to have a smaller
access time for larger memory designs, but this will sacrifice density.
Table 3.2 compares the bit-density of OpenRAM against published designs using similar technology
nodes. The results show the benefit of technology scaling and that OpenRAM has very good density in
both technologies. Comparison of power consumption and read access time, however, are a bit more
complicated to make a conclusion, because there are many trade-offs. Power and performance are
highly dependent on circuit style (CMOS, ECL, etc.), memory organization (more banks be faster but
sacrifices density), and the optimization goal: low-power or high-performance. In general, OpenRAM
has reasonable trade-off between the two and can be customized by using an alternate sense amplifier or
organization. As a comparison, a 76 ns SRAM consumes 3.9 mW [47] while OpenRAM is much faster
at 44.9 ns but consumes 115 mW for the same size.
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Figure 3.5: High-density and fast memories generated by OpenRAM.
Table 3.2: OpenRAM has high density compared to published memories in similar technologies.
Ref. Feature Size Technology Density [Mb/mm2]
[48] 65 nm CMOS 0.7700
[49] 45 nm CMOS 0.3300
[50] 40 nm CMOS 0.9400
OpenRAM 45 nm FreePDK45 0.8260
[51] 0.5 um CMOS 0.0036
[52] 0.5 um BiCMOS 0.0020
[47] 0.5 um CMOS 0.0050
OpenRAM 0.5 um SCMOS 0.0050
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3.6 Summary and Conclusions
This Chapter introduced OpenRAM, an open-source and portable memory compiler. OpenRAM gener-
ates the circuit, functional model, and layout of variable-sized SRAMs in a generic 45 nm technology
and fabricable Scalable CMOS (SCMOS), but it has also been ported to several commercial technol-
ogy nodes using a simple technology file. In addition, a memory characterizer provides synthesis tim-
ing/power models. The main motivation behind OpenRAM is to promote and simplify memory-related
research in academia. Since OpenRAM is open-sourced, flexible, and portable, this memory compiler
can be adapted to various technologies and is easily modified to address specific design requirements.
Therefore, OpenRAM provides a platform to implement and test new memory designs. In this Chapter
implementation and main features of the OpenRAM memory compiler are introduced and an analysis
of the area, timing and power is shown for different sizes and technologies of memory.
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Chapter 4
A Single-Port 8T SRAM Bitcell for
Noise-Margin Improvement
4.1 Introduction
SRAM scaling is one of the major bottlenecks for the reduction of supply voltages in current and fu-
ture CMOS technology nodes [49]. Threshold voltage (VTH ) sensitivity to process variation reduces
SRAM’s stability during read and write operations [53]. Unfortunately, VTH variation has a large impact
on the stability of small size transistors inside a SRAM bitcell, because transistor current is sensitive to
VTH variation [54]. And, maintaining sufficient Static Noise Margin (SNM) becomes difficult in scaled
SRAMs due to the dramatic mismatch between the reflected SNMs of the two halves of a SRAM bit-
cell. Therefore, with an increase in process variation for lower supply voltages, it is becoming difficult
to balance the read and write stability for a 6T bitcell. This is because the read stability and writability
have conflicting design requirements; that is, for stability during a read, the storage inverters must be
stronger than the access-transistors inside SRAM architectures. And, the opposite is desired for a bit-
cell’s writability: a weak storage inverter and strong access-transistors. These two conditions cannot be
simultaneously optimized in low voltages due to an increase in process variations.
To avoid this problem, researchers have considered different configurations for SRAM bitcells and
several 8T [55, 56, 57, 58, 59] to 10T [60, 61, 62] SRAM bitcells that can be categorized into single-






























Figure 4.1: (a) Dual port 8T bitcell [1], (b) single-ended 8T bitcell [2].
sensing is not as robust as a differential-ended one. On the other hand, differential-ended sensing utilizes
extra ports and more than one wordline, therefore, this consists of additional space within its layout
which could consume more area compared to a traditional 6T bitcell. Besides, these bitcells require
extra circuitry to be controlled that potentially could lead to an increase in power and as well as a larger
area penalty.
In this Chapter, a differential single port 8T SRAM bitcell is proposed that provides greater improve-
ments in stability during read and write access, thus, possibly better facilitating technology scaling in
SRAM design. The proposed 8T bitcell enhances the writability and read stability by improving the
strength of pull down transistors during read operation and the access transistors during a write opera-
tion.
4.2 Background
Figure 4.1 shows the schematics of commonly-used 8T SRAM bitcells in previous implementations ([2]
and [1]). In Figure 4.1(a), a differential-ended 8T bitcell makes use of the voltage difference between
BL pair during a read operation that is suitable for high-speed applications [1]. This SRAM bitcell
consumes approximately two times the area of a 6T bitcell, because it requires extra ports and has dead-
space within its layout. For this dual-port bitcell, the read and write ports can be operated in parallel,
however, this causes a read-disturbance issue, in which the bitcell current is degraded when the read and
write ports access the same row simultaneously [63].
To prevent read disturbance issues, a single-ended read-port 8T bitcell architecture is shown in Fig-
ure 4.1(b) that eliminates charge sharing between the bitline and internal storage nodes [2]. While this
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bitcell significantly improves the SRAM stability in low voltages, it suffers from a reduced swing on
bitlines due to leakage as well as poor noise immunity due to its single-ended structure. In addition, the
read operation in the single-ended bitcell utilizes a full swing of the single read bitline, so an improve-
ment of the access time is not expected and read operation is slow because of its full rail sensing.
Generally, single-ended bitcells are not as robust as the differential-ended ones, therefore, they often
requires some extra circuitry to maintain their reliability. In both differential-ended and single-ended
8T bitcells, read and write separation allows each to be independently optimized. However, since both
these designs have more than one wordline and one bitline pair for a bitcell, they require extra circuitry
to be controlled which leads to an enhanced power and area penalty compared to the 6T bitcell. As both
these bitcells have limitations, there is a need for new SRAM bitcell designs that enhance writability
and read stability while achieving smaller access time, good noise immunity and less area overhead.
4.3 Proposed 8T SRAM Bitcell
Figure 4.2 shows the schematic and one possible layout of the proposed 8T bitcell. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.2(a) for the proposed 8T SRAM bitcell, two additional transistors (ML4, MR4) are added between
the pull down (ML1, MR1) and access transistors (ML3, MR3). The gates of ML4 and MR4 are con-
nected to /Q and Q and their source are tied to CTRL1 and CTRL2 signals; these two transistors
change their operation according to CTRL1 and CTRL2 voltages. That is, CTRL1 and CTRL2 are
changed in accordance with operations; they are connected to GND during the read mode to improve
the read current and enlarge the SNM. In the write mode, CTRL1 and CTRL2 are connected to BL
and /BL, respectively, which assists the write operation and WNM. Therefore, ML4 and MR4 are con-
sidered as pull down transistors during the read operation and the access transistors during the write
operation. The basis behind this circuit comes from idea of the 10T SRAM in [14], however, the design
presented here is significant enhanced to an 8T structure by allowing the ML4 and MR4 sources to track
the CTRL1 and CTRL2 signals based on the operation.
Figure 4.2(b) shows one possible layout for the proposed 8T bitcell. The proposed 8T bitcell is
compact and it is 1.3x the area of a conventional 6T bitcell. VDD, GND, BL, /BL, WL, CTRL and
/CTRL contacts between adjacent bitcells are all pitch-matched accordingly. It is worth mentioning
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Figure 4.2: (a) Proposed 8T bitcell and (b) one possible 1.25 µm2 layout in a 32 nm technology.
in the layout can degrade the SNM and WNM. On the other hand, the proposed 8T bitcell gives a better
noise immunity, because of its differential operation. It also has symmetric device placement in its
layout while providing high area efficiency. Most importantly, it requires no changes compared to a 6T
SRAM architecture. Therefore, the proposed 8T bitcell can be used in the present 6T based memory
compilers like OpenRAM [64].
The operating principle of this bitcell is illustrated in the timing diagram in Figure 4.3(a). During
a read operation, the decoder selects the WL and CTRL1 and CTRL2 are set to GND. Based on
the bitcell stored value, one of the bitlines discharges. If the node Q stores a 0, the MR1 and MR4
will remain off and /BL will stay at VDD during read mode. In this case, node /Q stores a 1 so ML1
and MR4 are turned on and BL will be discharged. Voltage difference between the BL and /BL can
be sensed by the sense amplifier to generate the output data. In the proposed 8T bitcell, two current
paths exist during a read operation, as shown in Figure 4.3(b): the ML1 current and the dotted line is
the ML4 current to GND. Consequently, high speed operation can be achieved by adding the ML4
and MR4 during a read operation. Additionally, the current flow for the two parallel transistors results
in increased read current. On the other hand, the bitline discharging speed has a direct impact on the
SRAM access time. The proposed 8T bitcell has a faster access time compare to a 6T bitcell, because
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Figure 4.3: (a) Timing diagram, (b) read current paths and (c) write current paths for 8T bitcell.
Figure 4.3(c) shows the current paths during a write mode. As shown in this figure, nodes, Q and
/Q, have the values of 0 and 1, respectively and they are written over by charging and discharging of
Q and /Q through the ML3 and MR3. In addition, another current from ML4 and MR4 (dotted lines)
help to enlarge the write margin in the proposed 8T bitcell by keeping the CTRL1 and CTRL2 at
the same voltages of BL and /BL. In standby mode, BL and /BL stays high, as well as CTRL1
and CTRL2. The signals CTRL1 and CTRL2 are changed in accordance with its operation; that is,
they are connected to GND in read mode to improve the readout current and during a write operation,
CTRL1 and CTRL2 has the equal value of BL and /BL, which helps the write operation. During its
hold mode, CTRL1 and CTRL2 stay high to limit unnecessary leakage current. In general, this new
SRAM bitcell design offers several merits over single-ended and dual-port 8T bitcells; (1) proposed
bitcell uses only one single wordline for both read and write operations and unlike the single-ended 8T
bitcell, it has a differential-ended structure for better noise immunity. (2) This new 8T bitcell is resilient,
since it has a higher SNM and WNM during its read and write operations; plus, the read stability and
the writability does not have contrary requirements in the proposed 8T bitcell.
4.4 Comparison of Proposed 8T, Single-Ended 8T, Dual-Port 8T and 6T
SRAM Bitcells
The SNM, WNM and readout bitcell current of the proposed 8T, single-ended 8T [2], dual-port 8T [1]
and conventional 6T bitcells are compared in the following subsections. Here, all of the comparisons are
simulated by re-creating the circuits from scratch and the results stem from the simulations using 32 nm
technology. The following transistor sizing guideline is used to find the optimum size for each bitcell; (1)
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Table 4.1: Transistor sizing for optimized bitcell area in 32 nm (W/L) [nm].
Bitcell ML1, MR1 ML2, MR2 ML3, MR3 ML4, MR4
Standard 6T 208/40 104/40 156/40 −
Single-ended 8T 208/40 104/40 156/40 104/40
Dual-port 8T 208/40 104/40 104/40 156/40
Proposed 8T 208/40 104/40 104/40 104/40
The pull-up transistors are made weaker to ease the write operation. (2) The pull down transistors choose
stronger to facilitate larger SNM and also faster read operation. (3) The access transistors are chosen
strong enough to ensure proper write operation. (4) ML4 and MR4 in the proposed 8T bitcell need to be
strong enough, since they are involved in the bitcell discharging paths. However, their strength is made
comparable to the access transistors to achieve both large SNM and WNM. In summary, all device sizes
for the bitcells used in this comparison are as shown in Table 4.1.
4.4.1 Static Noise Margin
The SNM is defined as the maximum possible noise available at the gates of the cross-coupled inverters
or storage element that does not flip the bitcell value [11]. Interestingly, adding transistors makes read-
ing the bitcell current become larger inside the 8T bitcell compared to the 6T bitcell, which improves the
bitline discharging speed and SRAM access time. Figure 4.4(a) shows the read VTC curves for the pro-
posed 8T, dual-port 8T, single-ended 8T and conventional-6T bitcells at 900 mV and room temperature.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the distribution of the SNMs in presence of local and global variations for a 1, 000
point Monte Carlo (MC) simulation at a 900 mV supply voltage. As shown in Figure 4.4(a) and 4.5(a),
the single-ended 8T and conventional-6T bitcells have the highest and lowest SNM, respectively. The
mean SNM for the proposed 8T bitcell is 170 mV, which is 48% higher than the conventional-6T bitcell.
The deviation of the proposed 8T bitcell read SNM is smaller than other bitcells indicate the proposed
8T bitcell has an improved variation tolerance.
4.4.2 Write Noise Margin
The WNM measures how easy or difficult it is to write into the bitcell; it is the highest BL potential that
can flip the bitcell data [11]. Figure 4.4(b) shows how the WNM of proposed 8T bitcell is remarkably



































































































Figure 4.4: VTC curves for (a) SNM and (b) WNM comparison at VDD = 0.9 V.
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Figure 4.5: (a) SNM and (b) WNM MC simulation results (VDD = 0.9 V, T = 25oC).
adding one more transistors during charging and discharging path operation, as shown in Figure 4.3(c).
By adding more transistors to help the write operation, the proposed 8T bitcell gains the largest WNM
(= 320 mV) in the same supply voltage (= 900 mV) and environmental conditions. Figure 4.5(b) shows
the WNM of the proposed 8T bitcell. A 1, 000 point MC simulation is run for mentioned bitcells to
derive the WNM distribution and show the impact of local and global VTH variation on the write mode.
As shown in this figure, the proposed 8T bitcell increases the WNM by 33% compare to other bitcells
while it has the smallest deviation which gives the proposed 8T bitcell better variation tolerance.
4.4.3 Readout Bitcell Current
Another important property of a SRAM bitcell is its readout current. In order to have a fast and reliable




















































Figure 4.6: Readout bitcell current comparison.
Table 4.2: Specifications of proposed 8T bitcell.
Technology IBM/Global Foundries cmos32soi 32 nm
Supply Voltage 900 mV
Bitcell layout Size 1.25 um2
WNM 320 mV
SNM 170 mV
bitcell currents are shown in Figure 4.6. The proposed 8T bitcell increases the bitcell current by 21%
compare to 6T bitcell at 900 mV, since the two pulldown transistors are asserted in the read operation.
Thus, the proposed 8T bitcell achieves a faster access time than the standard 6T and other 8T SRAM
bitcells.
4.4.4 Evaluation Under Process, Temperature and Voltage Variation
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed 8T bitcell under process, temperature and voltage (PVT)
variations, MC simulations are done for both read and write modes at different process corners, different
supply voltages and different temperatures. As shown in Figure 4.7, the proposed 8T bitcell has a robust
performance in all process corners as well as a wide temperature operability. Besides, the proposed 8T
has an acceptable SNM and WNM for smaller supply voltages, below the VTH , where 6T and dual-port
8T cannot be used and single-ended 8T have limitations in WNM. As shown in Figure 4.5, the WNM of
dual-port 8T, single-ended 8T and 6T bitcells are almost on top of each other, since all these bitcells have
same WNM values and distributions. Table 4.2 summarizes the specifications of proposed 8T bitcell.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of PVT variations on SNM and WNM.
4.5 Multi-Threshold SRAM Design
As feature sizes scale down, leakage and dynamic power consumptions become comparable in high
performance SRAM circuits [65]. For years, performance has been considered as the most important
factor for SRAM design that leads to non power-efficient memories. Besides, since SRAMs are dense
structures and leakage-power is proportional to the number of transistors, large SRAM arrays power
consumption tend to increase exponentially [65]. Therefore, there is a need for new SRAM designs to
control the leakage-power in sub-100 nm technologies.
There is a wide research from bitcell design to various circuit techniques and SRAM architectures
on leakage-power reduction in order to reduce the total power consumption of SRAM circuits. Among
the bitcell techniques, body-biasing, although effective for leakage control [66] predicted to become
less efficient for technology nodes below 32 nm [65]. Among the circuit techniques which try to re-
duce the bitline leakage-current, [67] proposes a floating bitline scheme to reduce the leakage-current.
However, this technique suffers from performance reduction due to adding an extra precharge phase
before read operation. In [68] wordlines are inactivated by negative voltage to cutoff bitline leakage-
current. Unfortunately, this technique degrades reliability of the bitcell by over stressing the gate oxide
for the access-transistors. On the other hand, [69] uses a power-line control to realize specific low-power
operations, however, this increases SRAM area and leads to circuit complexity. Among all leakage con-
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trol techniques, multi-threshold bitcell not only shows good reduction in leakage-current, the accurate
selection of VTH for each device in a bitcell helps to maintain the SRAM performance [70, 71].
In this section low-leakage and high performance SRAM design using dual-VTH assignment for the
proposed 8T bitcell considering process-induced VTH variations are investigated. Multi-VTH technolo-
gies bring more flexibility in SRAM design to achieve better data stability. Multi-VTH technique offers
no area overhead for saving power compared to other low-leakage techniques [69] which apply extra
circuitry to save power.
It is possible to have symmetric and asymmetric configurations of dual-VTH transistors in a 8T
bitcell. However, only different symmetric configurations of dual-VTH 8T bitcell are compared under
process-induced variations based on read/write margin (stability and write-ability), read delay (access
time) and leakage-current (power). Using Monte-Carlo analysis, the impact of process variations on
the characteristics of dual-VTH configurations of 8T bitcell is evaluated and a trade-off plot between
read/write margin, access time and leakage-current of different configurations is built to show that the
choice of best dual-VTH configuration is based on SRAM application.
4.6 Dual-VTH 8T Bitcell
Supply voltage and device selection are two major factors to determine the SRAM power consumption.
Using subthreshold and also dual-VTH devices, it is possible to minimize power consumption in SRAM
circuits. The total power of SRAM is summation of dynamic (switching) and static (leakage) power
during hold, read and write mode. Using dual-VTH devices, it is possible to reduce the leakage-power
of 8T bitcell by fabricating some of the transistors with higher VTH . Higher VTH in transistors reduce
the leakage-power and, hence, the power consumption. Subthreshold leakage-current occurs in two dif-
ferent paths in 8T bitcell, as shown in Figure 4.8. One path is inside the bitcell and denotes the cell
leakage-current (solid line) and other path is the bitline leakage-current through the access-transistors
(dotted line). The stored data and type of operation (voltage values on wordline and bitlines) contribute
to the amount of leakage-current in a SRAM. Since differential-ended single-port 8T bitcell has a sym-
metric structure, there is always some bitcell or bitline leakage-current, regardless of stored data and
operation mode.





















Figure 4.8: Leakage current paths in 8T bitcell.
leakage and delay this will lead to higher access time for 8T bitcell. Therefore it is preferred to use
low-VTH transistors in critical paths and high-VTH in non-critical paths to reduce subthreshold leakage-
current and maintain performance. Using dual-VTH technology it is possible to balance speed, power
and data stability in design of SRAM.
Table in Figure 4.9(a) shows different dual-VTH configurations. Each row in this table corresponds
to one configuration by identifying the transistors with high-VTH . In this table, all configurations (C1
to C16) have symmetrically positioned high-VTH transistors and there is no asymmetric configurations.
Asymmetric bitcells with low and high-VTH transistors need particular sense amplifier that matches the
delay between slow and fast sides of a bitcell due to difference between discharge times forBL and /BL
so they are not considered in this dissertation. Figure 4.9(b) shows one possible symmetric dual-VTH 8T
bitcell. In this bitcell access and extra transistors have high-VTH and other transistors are implemented
with regular-VTH .
High-VTH and regular-VTH transistors in the 32 nm Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) models, have VTH
values of 0.507 V and 0.293 V for the NMOS and −0.454 V and −0.266 V for PMOS transistors. It
is mandatory to decide which transistors can be made low-leakage, since replacement of all transistors
with high-VTH can degrade performance.
4.7 Evaluation and Comparison of Different 8T Bitcell Configurations
Process-induced variations cause variability in characteristics of transistors and, hence, 8T SRAM bit-




















Figure 4.9: (a) Table of all configuration and (b) C11 configuration.
SRAM bicells that are subjected to process variations in sub 100 nm technology nodes. In this sec-
tion the effect of process fluctuations on stability, access time, and leakage-currents of all dual-VTH 8T
configurations are evaluated through MC simulations in 32 nm technology.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution for VTH , SNM of all 16 configurations of 8T bitcell are evaluated
through MC simulations. Figure 4.10 compares the normalized SNM of all 16 configurations. It is
found that among the configurations C4, C11 and C14 have higher SNM.
The subthreshold leakage-current exponentially reduces with a higher threshold voltage [65]. It has
been shown that the leakage-power consumed by a SRAM bitcells is data-dependent [65]. In a data
storage scenario, all the memory bitcells in a column store the value 1 and in the second scenario all
the memory bitcells in a column store the value 0. Measurements and analysis show that read bitline
leakage-current is lower when all the memory bitcells store a value 1 as compared to the scenario when
all the memory bitcells store a value 0 [65]. For analyzing the impact of using dual-VTH transistors
in 8T bitcells and its leakage-power, an all zero-stored data scenario is chosen here to show the worst
case leakage-power, as shown in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.10 compares the normalized leakage-power for
all 16 configurations in a 256 × 256 bit SRAM array and worst condition. As expected, C1 configura-
tion has the highest leakage-power because of using regular-VTH transistors. On the other hand, C16
configuration with 8 high-VTH transistors has the lowest leakage-power. As shown in Figure 4.10, the
leakage-power of an array with the all high-VTH configuration (C16) has a reduction by 87% compared

























Figure 4.10: Trade-off plot for different VTH configurations of 8T bitcell.
pull-down transistors (C6, C12, C13) result in smaller leakage power, because having high-VTH pull-up
and pull-down transistors helps to reduce the cell-leakage, hence, the total leakage power.
In SRAM, a read operation is the most time consuming operation. Read delay (access-time) is
measured as the time interval from 50% of a low-to-high transition of a wordline signal until there is a
200 mV differential swing on the bitlines. A 200 mV is the bitline differential voltage when the sense
amplifier activates which is greater than the offset voltage of the input transistors in the sense amplifier to
guarantee a correct read operation. The normalized read access time of sixteen different configurations
are compared in Figure 4.10. As shown in this Figure, C1 which is 72% faster than C16, provides
the fastest read operation and C16 provides the slowest one. Configurations with high-VTH access-
transistors show a larger read delay because these transistors are in the read path. Although, the SRAM
array with the specific C16 configuration is 3.6 times slower than the array with C1 configuration, its
leakage power is 7.8 times smaller. This results clearly show the trade-off between leakage-power and
access-time in SRAM designs.
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Figure 4.11: Worst case data storage scenario which leads to maximum leakage-current.
cations where power is not an issue C1, C2, C3, C5 and C6 are good options while for higher energy
efficiency and battery operated appliance, such as biomedical devices, where speed is not critical, C12,
C13 and C16 can be good choices. It is important to note that the Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) in Equa-




where the SNM is the static noise margin, Pleakage is the subthreshold leakage-power and Taccess is
the read access time. As all 16 configuration have same area, layout is not a concern to define the FOM.
Comparing the FOM of 16 SRAM memory circuits shows that C13 shows the highest FOM for having
a relatively fast, power efficient and stable SRAM. This configuration is used in 64 kb SRAM array
shown in Figure 4.12. In order to get accurate signal timing for read operation, SRAM structure uses
multi replica bitline delay [3] to control the timing of latch-type sense amplifiers. Details on design and
operation of multi replica bitline delay technique is presented in chapter 5. The word width is 64 bit,
therefore, a 4:1 column-multiplexer is used to choose the selected word based on the input address. The
CTRL1 andCTR2L signals are controlled with pass gate switches in read mode and transmission gates
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Figure 4.12: SRAM array structure with multi replica bitline delay technique [3].
Table 4.3: Comparison of 64 kb SRAM array with C13 and C1 configurations in 32 nm.
bitcell Config. C1 C13
Technology node 32 nm 32 nm
SRAM Organization 256× 256 bits 256× 256 bits
Supply Voltage 0.9 V 0.9 V
Read-Power cons. 19.32 mW 4.80 mW
Write-Power cons. 18.9 mW 5.19 mW
Leakage power 23.7 mW 5.11 mW
Read access time 44.3 ps 91.6 ps
Write Delay 112 ps 212 ps
No. of Transistors 533, 758 533, 758
and compares it with the same size array with all regular-VTH devices in 8T bitcell (C1). As shown in
Table 4.3, using a dual-VTH 8T bitcell demonstrates an excellent trade-off between power, speed and
stability and helps to reduce the read and write power by almost 75% with an 50% increase in read and
write access time, adding no area overhead or design complexity.
4.8 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter, a differential-ended single-port 8T bitcell is proposed which is tolerant to process varia-
tion and also achieves a faster access time by increasing the bitcell current by 21% compare to 6T bitcell.
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A 30% area penalty is incurred with the addition of two extra NMOS transistors, but the 8T SRAM bit-
cell can allow for continued scaling beyond what is possible with the 6T bitcell. Besides, its circuit
structure does not require any changes compared to a 6T SRAM memory architecture. Also various
dual-VTH configurations of differential-ended single-port 8T SRAM bitcell are examined considering
process variations using MC simulations. Under process variations each configuration is evaluated based
on its stability, read delay and leakage-power in 32 nm SOI technology. Using high and regular thresh-
old voltage devices available in IBM/Global Foundries cmos32soi 32 nm technology, the optimal device
combination for power and access-time minimization and data stability maximization without any extra
circuit techniques and area penalty is defined.
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Chapter 5
MRBD and RRBD Techniques for
Optimum Sense Amplifier Set Time
5.1 Introduction
As SRAM continues to occupy most of the area in VLSI systems, the speed and power consumption
significantly impacts the system performance [72]. In recent years, power dissipation has become an
important consideration due to increasing integration and operating speed of devices, as well as the
growth of battery operated appliances. Consequently, the demand for fast memories with lower power
consumption continues to be an important consideration for future architectures. However, as process
technology scales below 100-nm feature sizes for functional and high yields in silicon the traditional
design approach needs to be modified to survive increasing amounts of variation [73, 74].
To decrease the energy consumption for portable applications, circuit designers have been continu-
ally decreasing supply voltages and SRAMs are no exception to this trend. Unfortunately, however, the
VTH has not scaled down as fast as the supply voltages. Moreover, fluctuations in the VTH cause delay
variability of low power circuits across process corners [75, 76]. In case of the SRAMs, the large delay
across process corners will demand larger time margins to discharge the bitline path and also will result
in larger power dissipation and loss of speed.
The read operation in SRAM is the most time consuming access procedure. Generally, the Sense
Amplifier (SA) amplifies the small voltage difference on the bitlines at the proper sense timing to realize
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high-speed operations. Therefore, the Sense Amplifier Enable (SAE) signal is extremely important for
high speed and low power SRAMs. Unfortunately, with the increased variation effects, such as random
dopant fluctuation, accurate generation of timing signals in SRAM are not easy, because the optimum
timing for the SAE is sensitive to PVT variations. Fortunately, the timing generation circuit for SAE in
SRAM also undergoes similar variation as read path in SRAM array which can be modeled by a normal
distribution [77, 78, 79].
If the SAE arrives early before the bitline difference reaches the SA input offset, a read failure
may occur and a late-arrived SAE would consume more unnecessary time, thereby wasting the power.
Figure 5.1 depicts the distribution of the TBL (time that bitline voltage is sufficient for sensing) and
the TSAE (time that sense amp activates) considering process variation. Figure 5.1(a) shows the correct
sensing when TBL < TSAE and Figure 5.1(b) shows the wrong sensing when TBL > TSAE . As the
technology scales down, these distributions become wider and the probability of wrong sensing could
potentially change. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a timing margin in SRAM design as shown in
Figure 5.1(c) and by increasing the timing margin it is possible to guarantee safe sensing operation. The
problem is how to determine the adequate timing margin in order to keep the performance high [80, 81].
The conventional way of generating SAE is to use a RBL that consists of an additional column of
dummy cells (DC) and replica cells (RC) that track the random process variation in SRAM array [43].
However, the increased local variations in scaled technologies, causes the replica column characteristics
to vary significantly. Consequently, the random VTH variation cannot be tracked well by the RBL
technique, which causes read failures and the cycle time deterioration. To suppress variation of the RBL
delay, several technique has been proposed [82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. However, there are limitations for all
these techniques and they cannot track variations well.
In design of SAE tracking circuitry, following effects should be considered:
1. Threshold voltage variations due to dopant fluctuation in transistor channel results in different
bitcell read current and different discharge rates for bitlines.
2. Different input offset voltage due to process variation or aging degradation makes the SA and
memory cell asymmetric and results in incorrect sensing. Accurate and symmetric layout helps
to minimized the SA input offset voltage but still local threshold voltage variation results in mis-























Figure 5.1: (a) A correct read operation when TSA > TBL, (b) an incorrect read operation when TSA <
TBL, (C) timing margin between TBL and TSA due to random process variation effect, (d) a decreased
SAE and wordline pulse width to improve the access time and (e) an increased SAE and wordline pulse
width to reduce the failure rate.
developed swing on the bitlines is equal to threshold voltage of SA input transistor.
3. Leakage current of unselected SRAM bitcells on the active bitline is dependent on stored data
pattern. The worst-case leakage occurs when all unselected cells have the opposite data value
from selected cell. Leakage current and data pattern change the set time of SA.
4. When stress is applied on the device continuously, it results in aging degradation. The main
reason of device aging degradation is Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) which leads to a shift
in threshold voltage for devices that are at strong inversion for a long time [87]. Negative BTI
happens for PMOS when VD = VS = VDD and VG = 0 and positive BTI occurs for NMOS when
VD = VS = 0 and VG = VDD (VDS ≈ 0, VGS 6= 0). BTI can be applied asymmetrically to a
SRAM cell that stores a fixed value for a long time and results in weakening one side of a cell.
This effect makes the SRAM cell asymmetric and weak in reading a specific value which results
in higher read failure probability.
5. Temperature, voltage, resistance and capacitance variations increase the failure probability as
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well.
By considering the above-mentioned effects, in case of using the conventional RBL, the time margin
between TSA and TBL should be increased for proper functionality in scaled technologies. Unfortu-
nately, increasing the time margin by considering the worst case scenario to reduce the SRAM failure
rate, deteriorates the performance and increases the SRAM power consumption. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to design new timing control circuitries that allow SAE timing calibration after silicon fabrication
to reduce the access time of SRAM based on the characteristics of specific chip. Post silicon calibra-
tion allows the ability to dynamically improve SRAM yield and power consumption and recalibrate the
SRAM when parameters changes from their nominal values by aging degradation.
Figure 5.1(d) shows how a variable timing controller can decrease the SAE delay to not only resolve
the data correctly but also reduce the wordline pulse width in order to reduce the swing on bitlines
and save energy. Figure 5.1(e) shows how an incorrect read operation due to insufficient swing can
be avoided by delaying the SAE, increasing the wordline pulse width and developing more swing on
bitlines that can be sensed by the SA to generate the correct digital output.
This Chapter presents two SAE tracking architectures to suppress the effect of variation on SAE sig-
nal. The first proposed architecture utilizes a Multi Replica Bitline Delay (MRBD) technique for the SA
read control timing. This technique is more efficient in area compare to other schemes that use replica
bitline, such as [83] and [86], because this technique uses less number of replica bitlines to suppress
the variation. The simulation results using IBM/Global Foundries cmos32soi 32 nm technology show
that MRBD reduces the timing variation approximately 50% using a 0.9 V supply voltage compared to
a conventional RBL.
The second technique is a Reconfigurable Replica Bitline Delay (RRBD) to find the optimum timing
with minimum deviation for the set time of SA. This technique is suitable for SRAMs that support a
wide range of different applications in different operating voltages. The RRBD technique can be used
more safely compared to conventional RBL technique and achieves the best time tracking for SAE
under PVT variations. This technique not only finds the optimum SAE signal to improve the power,
performance and yield, but it also allows calibration after fabrication and recalibration due to device
aging degradation. Due to constant stress on silicon devices, SRAM cells become weak over time and
cannot perform at their designed performance. However, the RRBD technique generates faster and
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slower SAE based on specific characteristics of chip and environmental parameters through a digital
control code. The RRBD technique allows calibration for PVT and time-dependent variations and brings
the SAE signal to its optimum value, when needed. Therefore with the proposed scheme there is no need
to design the SRAM for its worst-case scenario.
5.2 Background
The conventional RBL delay [43] used to be the most common technique to generate accurate SA timing
signal in SRAM. The RBL matches the delay of voltage swing at the bitlines and the delay of the SA
signal activation. In this design shown in Figure 5.2, both data path (i.e., solid red line) and the SAE
control path (i.e., dashed blue line) are driven by SRAM bitcells. Consequently, the effect of global
PVT variations is same for both paths. Therefore, the RBL technique can track the optimal SAE timing
in presents of variations.
The SAE signal is generated as follows. At first, bitlines in a bitcell array and the RBL column are
charged to VDD. Thus, during read mode, selected memory cells discharge the bitlines based on their
stored value and develop a differential swing that can be sensed and amplified by the SA. At the same
time, The RBL is discharged by a replica cell (a memory cell that is hard-wired to always store zero) to
generate the SAE signal. Other memory cells on the RBL column are used as dummy cells to mimic
the same parasitic loads of the main bitline. The height of RBL is a fraction of main bitline (normally
10% at nominal voltage) therefore, the RBL is discharged faster than main bitline and generates its SAE
signal when bitlines are discharged by a small amount. The differential swing that is developed on the
main bitlines must be bigger than SA input offset voltage to be sensed and amplified. And, the size of the
RBL column and number of replica cells (RC) determine the activation time of the SA and is determined
through circuit simulations at design time. While the RBL is able to track the global variation, it cannot
handle the effect of local variations between cells on the bitcell array and replica bitline and may result
in a non-optimum setup time for the SA.
The Configurable Replica Bitline (CRBL) technique is presented to decrease the RBL delay varia-
tion [82]. A CRBL chooses the RCs with smaller variation to discharge the RBL while these bitcells
are chosen based on a post-silicon test. Although, the CRBL technique can decrease the delay variation,
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Figure 5.2: SRAM array with conventional replica bitline delay technique (solid red line : read path,
dashed blue line: sense amplifier enable path).
bitcells (K) are used in parallel to reduce the effect of VTH variation on the SAE timing. In this tech-
nique, the SAE standard deviation is divided by K ·
√
K [85]. However, there is an upper limit for the
number of RCs for low supply voltages and this technique cannot suppress the variations for low VDD
voltages.
The goal of using a multi-stage replica bitline technique is to suppress the SAE timing by increasing
the number of stages (RBLs) [83]. However, inserted inverters between stages increases the delay as
number of stages grows which causes a large mismatch between the normal bitline and RBL timing.
To keep the total delay constant, the RBL delay variation cannot be dramatically decreased using this
technique. To reduce the variation of the RBL delay, a technique called digitized replica bitline de-
lay [84] increases the number of replica cells (K) and then uses a timing multiplier circuit to obtain the
final timing for SAE. While increasing K decreases timing variation, quantization noise of the timing
multiplier circuit increases variation, because the number of gates in this circuit is proportional to K as
well.
The above mentioned schemes and also MRBD technique which is proposed in section 5.3 reduce
the effect of process variations in SAE by averaging the signal. Although these techniques are more
effective to generate less sensitive SAE signals and improve SRAM access times compared to conven-
tional RBL, they are still all fixed at design time and cannot be adjusted later (e.g., post-production
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silicon). And, most importantly these designs cannot be easily ported from one operating voltage to an-
other. On the other hand, statistical methods to generate SA timing, such as methodologies in [77], [88]
and [80], are based on the worst-case delay generation that results in extra power consumption and
performance degradation.
In [89] a built-in self-test timing-tracking scheme is presented to automatically define the control
code for optimum variable delay element. In this technique the output of RBL is connected to an inverter
chain and several transmission gates. Transmission gates are controlled by predefined control codes and
add delay to the SAE signal, when needed. This technique only generates SAE timings that have equal
or bigger delay compare to conventional RBL circuitry and does not produce faster SAE signal with
smaller delays. Besides, by using transmission and inverter gates, variation on the SAE signal increase
which eventually results in larger access times. In another technique, a programable delay element [81]
provides a variable delay for the SAE signal. Again, this technique does not generate faster SAE signal
and increases the timing deviation (σ) of the generated SAE (considering a normal distribution for SAE
timing with µSAE (mean) and σSAE (deviation)).
In section 5.4, a reconfigurable replica bitline is proposed to find the optimum timing with minimum
deviation for the set time of SA. This technique is suitable for SRAMs that support a wide range of
different applications in different operating voltages. This technique not only finds the optimum SAE
signal to improve the power, performance and yield, but it also allows calibration after fabrication. The
proposed RRBD technique generates faster and slower SAE based on specific characteristics of chip
and environmental parameters through a digital control code.
5.3 Multi Replica Bitline Delay (MRBD) Technique with 8T bitcell
To suppress the effect of random VTH variation on SAE timing, MRBD technique is proposed here,
shown in Figure 5.3 [3]. As shown in this figure, compared to conventional RBL, two discharge paths
are realized by connecting BL and /BL lines in replica column and also connecting the ML1, ML4,
MR1, MR4 gates to VDD in the proposed 8T replica cell. Also, replica column is divided to M segment



































Figure 5.3: MRBD technique with proposed 8T bitcell as replica cell.
The mean and deviation of SAE timing can be expressed by Equation 5.1:




In this equation µSAE and σSAE are the mean and deviation of SAE signal, CBL is the bitline
capacitance, VDD is the supply voltage, IRead is the bitline discharge current and ∆I shows the effect
of variation (random dopand fluctuations in transistor cause threshold voltage variation and eventually
current variation). Using the Euler’s transformation [90] and knowing ∆I  IRead, Equation 5.1 can
be written as follows:
µSAE + σSAE =
CBL · VDD
IRead · (1 + ∆IIRead )







≈ CBL · VDD
IRead
− CBL · VDD ·∆I
I2Read
(5.2)
The deviation of SAE signal in MRBD is suppressed as follows. MRBD uses both bitlines in its
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discharge path while conventional RBL uses only one bitline. The structure of replica cell is changed
in order to provide two discharge path as shown in the Figure 5.3. This replica cell has the same size
transistors as the memory cell, so it adds the same parasitic capacitance and resistance on the RBL as
the memory cell adds on the main bitline. And, having two discharge path provides a smaller deviation
for the SAE timing with the proposed technique through averaging. Using both bitlines doubles both
the capacitance load (2 × CBL) and discharge current (2 × IRead) of each replica column, therefore,
based on Equation 5.1 it would not change the mean value of the SAE but divides the deviation by
√
2.
Increasing the number of activated replica cells (K replica cell instead of one) in each replica column
leads to more discharge current (K · IRead, σ2 = K ·∆I2 or σ =
√
K ·∆I). According to Equation 5.1
using K replica cells divides the mean value by K and deviation by K ·
√
K. Therefore, the MRBD
technique generates the SAE signal with less delay and smaller variation by increasing the value by K.
Besides, each replica is column divided to M segments, thus, with the same number of RCs, the
capacitance load of each segment will be CBL/M , in compared with a conventional RBL design. This
will divide the deviation of the SAE signal by
√
M and the delay of each segment would be 1/M of
conventional RBL delay. By placing an inverter between output of one segment and input of another
one, all segments are connected together to form the MRBD, as shown in Figure 5.3. The delay of M
segments then are added together, so the final delay of SAE would be the same as RBL while the σ
value is divided by
√
M .
Having inverters between each segment increases the variation of SAE signal and also shifts the
mean value of SAE to the right. However, using k RC in each segment, helps to bring the SAE mean
value to its proper value. Therefore, the optimum mean value for SAE can be reached while its σ value
is divided by
√
M and K ·
√
K due to having M segments and K replica cell in each one. Also, σ is
divided by
√
2 because in discharging of each segment, both BL and /BL are used. As a result, σ value
of SAE signal is divided byK ·
√
(2 ·M) which means compared to conventional RBL scheme, variation
of SAE is considerably reduced. The probability distribution of the SAE timing for the conventional
RBL compared to the MRBD techniques is shown in Figure 5.4. By adjusting the values of M and K,
the MRBD technique is able to achieve lower variation for SAE timing.
Figure 5.5 shows the block diagram of the 256 × 256 bits designed SRAM. Each word is 64 bit
and word selection is performed using a decoder/ multiplexer combination. To control the voltages of
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of conventional RBL and MRBD timing variations.
with complementary control signals is used in write operation to transmit high and low signals. A write
driver is skewed to increase the speed of the write operation and reduce the delay of driving the bitline
with the input data. In read operation, a small difference voltage swing on the bitline is sufficient to
detect the stored value. To apply the MRBD technique, a latch-based SA is chosen and SAE signal
will be generated when minimum readable differential swing is available on bitlines. This minimum
readable value is limited by the offset of SA input transistors. The minimal target value of the required
swing on the BL depends on the SA design, its sizing and the technology node. An increase in random
VTH variations increases the offset voltage mismatch for the input transistors of the SA and requires the
use of upsized SAs for a correct read operation. By increasing the size of the input transistors in the SA,
an offset voltage can be reduced, but this up-sizing directly increases the energy consumption.
In Figure 5.6, a 1, 000 point transient MC simulation of the SAE and BL discharge signals during
a read operation at 0.9 V supply voltage in IBM/Global Foundries cmos32soi 32nm technology are
shown. Figure 5.6(a) shows the results for a conventional RBL using a 6T bitcell and Figure 5.6(b)
shows the waveforms for the MRBD with the proposed 8T bitcell. MC transistor models for cmos32soi
technology are supported by manufacturing vender. In transient MC simulations, 3σ random dopant
variation and device geometric mismatch are included to model the most complete representation of
statistical variation during chip manufacturing. The best choice determined by simulation for the num-
ber of stages and RCs using the MRBD technique for this technology are 4 and 4, respectively. The
standard deviation of the SAE signal is 30 ps with the MRBD scheme, which is 50% less compared to


































Figure 5.5: Block diagram of SRAM circuit using the MRBD technique.
the BL discharge signals results in FF (Fast-NMOS, Fast-PMOS) and SS (Slow-NMOS, Slow-PMOS)
process corners using the MRBD technique and the proposed 8T bitcell. As shown in this figure, the
MRBD technique provides the SAE with 11 ps deviation for FF corner and 52 ps deviation for SS pro-
cess corner, which are the best and worst process corners, respectively. These results show SRAM with
MRBD and proposed 8T bitcells leads to less access time even at worst process corner compared to a
6T SRAM array with the RBL technique.
Table 5.1 summarize the performance of the MRBD design using the proposed 8T and compares
it with conventional RBL which uses a 6T bitcell. The MRBD technique has more transistors and a
larger power consumption, however, this power and area cost are acceptable due to significant reduction
of SAE timing variation and improvement in the SNM , WNM and readout bitcell current and more
importantly great improvement in operation frequency. To achieve the same operation frequency with
6T and conventional RBL a higher supply voltage is needed which can lead to more power consumption,
since power is proportional to square of the voltage. Thus, the MRBD saves overall power consumption
in SRAM. The MRBD technique with the proposed 8T bitcell can be applied to the different row and
column configurations, so it can be used in traditional memory compilers such as OpenRAM [64].











































































σ = 52 ps
Figure 5.6: MC simulation results of SAE and BL timing variation of (a) conventional RBL with 6T
bitcell @ TT corner, (b) MRBD with proposed 8T bitcell @ TT corner, (c) MRBD with proposed 8T
bitcell @ FF corner and (d) MRBD with proposed 8T bitcell @ SS corner (256 × 256 SRAM array,
0.9 V).
Table 5.1: Summary of MRBD/8T and conventional RBL/6T design comparison in IBM/Global
Foundries cmos32soi 32nm technology.
Design Conventional RBL with 6T MRBD with proposed 8T
SRAM Organization 256 rows 256 cols 256 rows 256 cols
Operating Frequency 250 MHz 500 MHz
Power Dissipation 3.100 mW 5.851 mW
Supply Voltage 0.5 V 0.5 V
Bitcell SNM 68 mV 115 mV
Bitcell WNM 118 mV 231 mV






















































Figure 5.7: (a) Read delay of proposed 8T and 6T bitcells in 256× 256 SRAM array and (b) operation
frequency of 8T SRAM array at different supply voltages.
Here, the read delay (access-time) is measured at the time interval from 50% of a low-to-high transition
of a word-line signal until there is a VDD/2 differential swing on the bitlines. As it is shown, the read
delay of proposed 8T is less than the 6T, since the proposed 8T has one more transistor in its discharge
path and it has 21% more bitcell current. Also, Figure 5.7(a) shows that using proposed 8T bitcell, it is
possible to have a faster SRAM at low voltages. As shown in this figure conventional 6T cannot operate
at low voltages (0.3 V) because it does not have enough stability while proposed 8T works with small
access time. Figure 5.7(b) shows the maximum operating frequency of the proposed 8T design versus
different supply voltages. This figure shows that while the array can perform at 2 GHz with 0.9 V, it is
also able to function at low voltages without the need for secondary or dynamic power supplies. A high
frequency operation of 200 MHz at 0.3V is enabled by the incorporation of proposed 8T bitcell. The
minimum VDD of the SRAM macros is limited by noise margin as shown in Figure 4.7.
5.4 Reconfigurable Replica Bitline Delay (RRBD) Technique
Figure 5.8 shows the proposed reconfigurable replica bitline as the control circuitry of SAE. This design
generates variable delay based on input control code Aji and Bj (i is the number of replica cell in each
column and j is the number of RBL column).
If local variation in memory cells on the main bitline or RBL causes an early-generated SAE signal
when sufficient swing is not developed on the bitlines, it is possible to increase the SAE delay using


































Figure 5.8: Proposed reconfigurable replica bitline delay (RRBD) scheme (Aji and Bj are control code
bits).
input offset voltage of SA. Conversely, if the SAE signal enables late, the RRBD technique can decrease
the SAE delay to avoid extra discharge on bitline and eliminate the excessive power dissipation and
access time.
Figure 5.8 shows how the control code changes the SAE delay. When all bit of digital code are zero
(Aji =0 and Bj = 0), RRBD acts like MRBD technique. In cases that less SAE delay is needed, control
bits in the first replica column (A0i) are set to high one by one to increase the number of activated
replica cells (increase the discharge current) and reduce the SAE delay.
In case a slower SAE compared to what a conventional RBL generates is needed, control bit Bj,
goes high one by one and adds extra delay to the SAE signal. It is possible to tune the SAE delay by
both coarse tuning bits (Bj) and fine tuning bits (Aji) to get the optimum value for SAE. The mean
value of the SAE signal changes when RRBD adds extra delay (e.g., when B0B1= 10, µSAE equals
2 ·CBL · VDD/I). Therefore, having two RBL column multiplies the mean and deviation by 2 and
√
2,
respectively, based on Equation 5.1. However, because the deviation on each RBL is divided by 1/
√
2
by using both bitlines, there would be no increase in deviation and the proposed design results in the
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same amount of deviation as conventional RBL. It is worth mentioning that techniques in [89] and [81]
increase the deviation by using inverter gate delays and eventually result in more unnecessarily access
time. In addition, using fine tuning bits in the second RBL column allows the ability to determine
the optimum SAE and also reduce the deviation. RRBD technique can be extended to more RBL
columns and replica cells in each column for better tuning in smaller supply voltage, near threshold and
subthreshold regions, where conventional RBL and techniques in [89] and [81] are not effective.
The flowchart in Figure 5.9 shows how the control code for RRBD technique can be defined based
on specific parameters, process and environment variations. The height of each RBL column, number
of replica cells in each column and number of RBL columns can be defined by simulation at typical,
fast and slow process corners, respectively. And the digital control code can be defined based on desired
yield for SRAM through few iterations as shows in Figure 5.9.
RRBD technique allows the optimum SAE to be found for each chip based on its specific characters.
The proposed technique not only allows the ability to dynamically manage the power-yield trade-off
based on an application, but also provides a wide supply voltage for a SRAM array. By using RRBD
technique the setup time for the SA can be increased or reduced for lower or higher supply voltages
compared to a nominal one. This feature allows the SRAM array to be used in different applications
and a wide-voltage ranges.
The RRBD technique is simulated with a 64 kb (256 × 256 bits) SRAM array and is compared
with a conventional RBL at different supply voltages, temperatures and input offset voltages of SA.
The number of RBL columns and replica cells are 3 and 3 based on simulations results in slow and
fast process corners and the height of RBL is 26 cells that is defined by simulation in typical corner. To
define the number of RCs, RBLs and RBL height (SAE delay), nominal supply voltage for 32 nm (0.9 V)
and a 99.9% yield (0.1% read failure) are considered in all simulations. To evaluate the effectiveness of
proposed design thousands of MC simulation in IBM/Global Foundries cmos32soi 32 nm technology
are done. MC transistor models for this technology are supported by the manufacturing vendor. In
transient MC simulations, 3σ random dopant variation and device geometric mismatch are included to
model the most complete representation of statistical variation during chip manufacturing. Before a
read/write operation, the bitlines are precharged to VDD in the first half of the cycle and read/write is
done in the second half.
Table 5.2 shows how the mean and deviation of SAE signal changes based on the proposed digital
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i ≥ No. RC?
1) Define height of RBL with simulation at typical corner
2) Define maximum number of RC with simulation at fast corner
3) Define maximum RBL columns with simulation at slow corner
No
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Calculate the SRAM Yield when all control bits are at zero and set 
i =0 , j =0
Yield ≥ Yieldexpected ?
Aji = 1





Save i and j
No
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Figure 5.9: Optimum SAE timing generation Flow.
Table 5.2: 1, 000 point MC Simulation for ∆µSAE & ∆σSAE based on digital control code (∆ : RRBD
- RBL).
Control Code ∆µSAE ∆σSAE Variation (6σ)
(Aji Bj) [pSec] [pSec] improvement
000000 00 0 0.00 0.000%
100000 00 -41 -7.00 35.554%
110000 00 -60 -10.00 48.500%
000000 10 81 -0.90 4.785%
001000 10 55 -5.20 23.745%
001100 10 39 -7.10 35.605%
000000 11 140 0.75 -3.525%
000010 11 107 -0.50 2.425%
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σ – 10 ps
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Figure 5.10: Decrease in µSAE and σSAE by setting A00 and A01 bits and increase in µSAE with no
degradation in deviation by setting B0 and B1 bits of control code in RRBD.
control code. When all control bits are at zero, the RRBD technique acts like a conventional RBL and
no extra delay is added or subtracted from the SAE signal. When B0−1 are at zero and A00−01 goes
high, the RRBD generates SAE signals with less delay and deviation compared to conventional RBL.
As shown in Table 5.2 by setting A00 and A01 to 1, the SAE delay decreases by 41 and 60 ps, and
deviation decreases by 7 and 10 ps, respectively. By activating B0 and B1 switches, the mean value
of the SAE signal increases while its deviation decreases or stays almost the same as a conventional
design. The generated SAE signal for different control bits of the RRBD technique and comparison
with conventional RBL are shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.11 shows how operation frequency of SRAM changes based on the fastest and slowest SAE
timing in proposed design, compared to conventional RBL. As shown in this figure operation frequency
of an SRAM can increase by 20% using reconfigurable RBL compared to an conventional RBL that is
designed for worst case scenario.
A maximum of 0.15 V is considered as input offset voltage of the SA, because of its small layout size
(i.e., SA layout must be pitch match with 6T layout). Figure 5.12(a) shows how the TSAE increase with
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Figure 5.11: Operation frequency of a 64 kb SRAM array at 0.9 V voltage based on digital control code
(operating frequency of conventional RBL is fixed at design time for worst case).
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Figure 5.12: (a) SAE enable time and (b) access-time comparison when conventional RBL is designed
with 150 mV input offset voltage for SA.
an increase in input offset voltage of the SA using reconfigurable RBL while it is fixed in conventional
RBL design because the conventional RBL is designed for the worst case input offset voltage (0.15 V).
Figure 5.12(b) shows how a design for the worst input offset voltage results in 20% bigger access time
for conventional RBL. On the other hand, Figure 5.13(a) shows the case when the conventional RBL
is designed considering zero input offset voltage for SA. Figure 5.13(b) shows how the yield decreases
with an increase in the SA offset voltage for a conventional RBL and the RRBD is able to tune the delay
of SAE in order to keep the SRAM yield.
Figure 5.14 shows how reconfigurable RBL generate sufficient SAE delay in different supply volt-
ages. In lower voltages the effect of variation is more and therefore a bigger time margin between TBL
and TSA is needed (more access time). This larger time margin allows more swing on the bitlines at the
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Figure 5.13: (a) SAE enable time and (b) yield comparison when conventional RBL is designed with
zero input offset voltage for SA.
time of the SA activation and results in less failure. Based on the transient MC simulation for 64 kb
array sufficient swing on bitline for a 99.9% yield at 1.1 and 0.7 V are 100 mV (≈ 10% VDD) and
320 mv (≈ 50% VDD), respectively. As shown in Figure 5.14 RRBD technique can generate the delay
to meet this yield, while conventional RBL with fixed number of replica and dummy cells fails at lower
voltages (when extra SAE delay is needed).
Figure 5.15 shows how the SAE timing of the proposed design changes with temperature variation.
Higher temperature leads to more subthreshold leakage current and it takes more time for SRAM to de-
velop the sufficient differential swing on the bitlines. Therefore, as temperature rises more SAE delay is
needed to maintain the yield. Proposed design provides more delay by adjusting the control code while
conventional RBL results in extra delay at lower temperature if it is designed for worst case temperature.
Again, proposed design results in less access time and less power consumption compared to traditional
RBL scheme for temperature variation. Proposed design does not have any dependency on SRAM con-
figuration and can easily be applied to SRAM compilers such as OpenRAM [64]. Table 5.3 summarizes
and compares the specifications of SRAM arrays with conventional and proposed RRBD technique. As
shown in this table, SRAM array with RRBD can set the performance (clock frequency) based on supply
voltage using the digital control code in order to have the minimum access-time/power consumption.
On contrary, the performance of the SRAM array with conventional RBL is fixed for a specific supply
voltage at design time and any PVT or time dependent variation may result in performance degradation
or yield loss for this array.
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Figure 5.14: Access time in different voltages (variation in supply voltage). Conventional RBL results
in extra access time in higher voltages and more read failure in lower voltages while proposed RRBD





















Figure 5.15: RRBD can generate optimum TSAE with temperature variation.
Table 5.3: Characteristics of 64 kb SRAM array with conventional RBL and RRBD at 32nm technology.
Conventional RBL Reconfigurable RBL
SRAM Macro Organization 256× 256 bit 256× 256 bit
Power Supply Voltage 0.9 V 0.9 V ±25%
Average Power Consumption 4.06 mW 3.10− 4.45 mW
Number of Transistors 402, 939 403, 327
Clock Frequency 1 GHz 1 GHz ±20%
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5.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter a multi replica bitline delay technique is proposed to improve the random variation tol-
erance of sense amplifier timing signal in SRAM. MRBD uses differential-ended single-port 8T bitcell
as dummy cell and replica cell. Compared with conventional RBL scheme with 6T bitcell, this design
shows a 50% variation reduction in SAE timing at 0.9 V supply voltage in an IBM/Global Foundries
cmos32soi 32 nm technology while there is a negligible increase in power consumption. Also, final
SRAM architecture for proposed 8T bitcell and MC simulation results are shown. The proposed 8T
along with the MRBD technique are demonstrated in a 64 kb SRAM array designed in a 32 nm technol-
ogy that operates at 2 GHz with a 0.9 V and 250 MHz with a 0.3 V supply voltage.
Also, a reconfigurable replica bitline technique to determine the optimum set time of SRAM sense
amplifier under PVT and time-dependent variations is presented. RRBD technique sets the sense am-
plifier activation time to the minimum required value for reliable operation based on desired yield.
Proposed design allows SRAM to be used for different application in different voltages. A 64 kb SRAM
array with RRBD technique is simulated in IBM/Global Foundries cmos32soi 32 nm technology at 0.9 V
and shows 20 % less access time compared to the same size array with conventional RBL technique.
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Chapter 6
A Half-Select Disturb-Free Subthreshold
12T SRAM Bitcell
6.1 Introduction
Subthreshold operation enables suppressing dynamic power consumption and extends the battery life
time of low power devices. SRAM scaling is one of the major bottlenecks for the reduction of supply
voltage in current and future CMOS technology nodes. Although SRAM can achieve low power dissi-
pation in subthreshold region, it must face the ever increasing process variation challenges in this region.
With an increase in process variations for lower supply voltages, it is becoming difficult to balance the
read and write stability for a 6T SRAM bitcell due to its conflicting design requirement in read stability
and writability [54]. Besides, in sub 100 nm technology nodes, subthreshold leakage power is a sub-
stantial portion of total power consumption and 6T bitcell doesn’t have any mechanism to control this
leakage. During read operation subthreshold leakage leads to a read failure for 6T bitcell in small supply
voltages. Although, techniques such as multi-threshold bitcells [71] and local-global bitlines [91] help
to decrease leakage current of bitcells and long bitlines, these techniques degrades the performance or
increase the area overhead.
Traditional 6T bitcell has a simple structure but suffers from write half-select issue. The half-
select disturbance occurs when there is a half-selected column in write mode. During this occurrence,




























Figure 6.1: (a) Single-port 12T bitcell (12T-S) [4] and (b) quadruple-port 12T bitcell (12T-Q) [5].
transistors for selected bitcells that need to be written [92]. Due to half-select issue, most of the SRAM
designs cannot be bit-interleaved and lose data through multi-bit soft error.
Different configurations for SRAM bitcells have been proposed to improve the read stability, writabil-
ity and subthreshold leakage control in low-voltage operation. 8T [2] eliminates charge sharing between
the bitlines and internal storage nodes and improves the SRAM stability in low voltages. However, this
bitcell suffers from a reduced swing on bitlines due to leakage as well as poor noise immunity due to
its single-ended structure. In addition, an improvement of the access time is not expected since read
operation is single-ended and a full rail sensing is necessary. [60] and [93] solve the 8T bitline-leakage
problem during read by stacking three MOS transistors in read path. Again although these bitcells
improve the bitline leakage in low voltages, they have poor noise immunity due to their single-ended
structure and read operation is slow due to full rail sensing. Besides both bitcells still have the half-select
issue in write mode. In [14] a differential-ended 10T bitcell makes use of the voltage difference between
BL pair during a read operation to make this bitcell a suitable candidate for high-speed applications.
This cell uses decoupled read port to improve the read stability and has two wordlines which helps to
control the half-select issue and use bit-interleaving structure. However, this bitcell cannot be utilized
on long bitline SRAMs because of its poor mechanism to control the leakage in read mode.
12T bitcell in [4] (12T-S) as shown in Figure 6.1(a) employs a cross point write structure with a
data aware column based write wordline to eliminate the half-select disturb, therefore, can be used in
bit-interleaving structure. However this bitcell cannot be used in long bitlines due to bitline leakage
current in read mode which leads to a read failure in small supply voltages. Another 12T bitcell (12T-
Q) [5] as shown in Figure 6.1(b) uses two differential ports for write and two single-ended ports for read
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operation to be read and written simultaneously. Again single-ended decoupled read port improves read
stability while increase access time and reduces noise immunity. This cell doesn’t control half-select
problem and it is not suitable for bit-interleaving structures. Besides, this bitcell does not have leakage
control mechanism and cannot be used in high density SRAMs with long bitlines. In addition, this cell
has four wordline and six bitlines which leads to a significant increase in bitcell area compared to 6T
bitcell and due to its multiple port structure, it requires extra circuitry to be controlled that potentially
leads to an increase in power and as well as a larger area penalty.
To overcome the limitations on SRAM bitcell in low-voltage and low-power operations, a novel 12T
bitcell is proposed here with the following features:
1. This bitcell provides greater improvements in the static read and write noise margins by decou-
pling the bitline from storage node during read and boosting the gate voltage of access transistors
during write mode. Hence, it can withstand the ever increasing process variations in scaled tech-
nology nodes.
2. The proposed bitcell has a fully differential structure and layout therefore shows better noise and
mismatch immunity compared to single-ended schemes.
3. The proposed 12T bitcell utilizes differential sensing for read operation which leads to faster
operations and less access time.
4. This cell has a row-based wordline and a column-based control signal, therefore it can eliminate
the half-select issue during write by isolating the stored data from bitline.
5. The proposed 12T bitcell can be implemented in a bit-interleaving structure and allows to solve
the multi-bit soft errors by conventional error correction code (ECC) techniques.
6. This bitcell has a leakage control ability which helps to reduce the bitline leakages in read and
hold modes and provides a fast robust read operation in low voltages. Therefore, it is a suitable
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Figure 6.2: (a) Proposed single-port differential-ended 12T bitcell, (b) one possible 1.4 µm2 layout in
32 nm CMOS SOI technology.
Table 6.1: Transistor sizing for proposed 12T bitcell.
ML1, ML2, ML3, ML4, ML5, ML6,
MR1 MR2 MR3 MR4 MR5 MR6
W (nm) 104 104 104 104 104 104
L (nm) 40 40 40 40 40 40
6.2 Proposed 12T SRAM Bitcell
Figure 6.2(a) shows the schematic of the proposed 12T bitcell. This bitcell is fully differential hence
has a good noise and mismatch immunity. The proposed 12T bitcell consists of a cross-coupled inverter
pair (ML1, ML2, MR1, MR2) that keeps the stored data, write access transistors (ML3, ML6, MR3,
MR6) and decoupled differential read ports (ML3, ML4, ML5, MR3, MR4, MR5). Wordline signal
(WL) is row-based while SEL signal is column-based. As shown in Table 6.1 all the transistors are
minimum sized because read and write path does not have conflicting design requirement in this bitcell.
Besides, in subthreshold operation, since the ratio of PMOS to NMOS current depends exponentially
on threshold voltage, sizing is not a strong knob for improving noise margin in read or write mode.
Figure 6.2(b) shows one possible thin cell layout of the proposed 12T bitcell. Although this 12T bitcell
adds more area overhead relative to 6T SRAM bitcell, the overall area penalty is less because more
bitcells can be included in the bitlines.
6.2.1 Read Operation
Figure 6.3(a) shows the 12T bitcell timing diagram in read, write and hold modes. Figure 6.3(b) shows
































Figure 6.3: (a) Timing diagram, (b) read current path and (c) write current paths of proposed 12T bitcell.
the cell is accessed. When wordline is enabled and SEL remains disabled (WL =1 and SEL =0),
BL is discharged through pull-down transistors MR3, MR4 and MR5. In this case Q has the value 0
which leads to a discharge in BL while BR stays high. A latch-type sense amplifier is used to sense the
differential swings on BL and BR in order to speed up the read operation. In proposed 12T, the read
value is the inverted signal of stored value, hence, position of BL and BR are exchanged in this bitcell.
The cell storage node is decoupled from the read bitline, therefore SNM during read is almost equal to
Hold Noise Margin (HNM) of conventional 6T bitcell.
The SNM is defined as the maximum possible noise available at the gates of the cross-coupled
inverters or storage element that does not flip the bitcell value [11]. The read Voltage Transfer Charac-
teristic (VTC) of 12T bitcell can be measured by sweeping the voltage at storage node Q with both BL
and BR and WL biased at VDD while monitoring the node voltage at QB. The SNM can be quantified
by the side of the largest square embedded between the read VTC curves. Figure 6.4(a) shows the read
VTC curves for the proposed 12T bitcell and compares it with the SNM of traditional 6T bitcell. The
12T bitcell has a SNM of 86 mV at 0.3 V while that of a 6T bitcell is 30 mV; the 12T bitcell gains 65%
improvement compared with 6T bitcell.
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Figure 6.4: Read VTC curves comparison, 6T vs. proposed 12T bitcell and write VTC curves compari-
son, with an without WL and SEL voltage boosting
6.2.2 Write Operation
Figure 6.3(c) shows the 12T bitcell during the write mode; Here Q and QB have values of 0 and 1,
respectively and are tried to be written over by opposite values. The bitlines BR and BL charge and
discharge to VDD and GND, respectively. When both wordline and select-line are enabled (WL =1
and SEL =1), BR is discharged through ML3, ML6. As position of BL and BR are exchanged in this
bitcell, write data is also inverted for correct writing. Series access transistors in 12T bitcell can degrade
the writability, therefore, in this workWL and SEL are boosted by 100 mV (at 300 mV supply voltage)
to increase the current of series access-transistors for writability improvement.
The WNM measures how easy or difficult it is to write into the bitcell; it is the highest BL potential
that can flip the bitcell data [11]. The write VTC of 12T bitcell is measured by sweeping the voltage at
the storage node Q with BR, SEL and WL biased at VDD and BL biased at GND while monitoring
the node voltage at QB. This VTC should be used in combination with the VTC measured by sweeping
the voltage at the storage node QB while monitoring the node voltage at Q. WNM can be quantified
by the side of the smallest square embedded between the VTC curves. Figure 6.4(b) shows the write
VTC curves with WL and SEL voltage boosting for the proposed 12T bitcell and compares with VTC
curves of bitcell without voltage boosting. This figure shows how 100 mV voltage boosting for both
WL and SEL improves WNM of proposed 12T bitcell.
Figure 6.5 shows the distribution of the SNM, WNM and HNM of proposed 12T bitcell and also
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Figure 6.5: Monte Carlo simulation results for noise margin distribution in read, write and hold mode
for proposed 12T bitcell (VDD = 300 mV, 25oC, TT).
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Figure 6.6: Comparison for noise margin in read, write and hold mode (VDD = 300 mV, 25oC, TT).
SNM of traditional 6T bitcell, in presence of local and global variations for a 1, 000 point Monte Carlo
simulation at a 300 mV supply voltage. The mean value for SNM, WNM and HNM for the proposed
12T bitcell are 86 mV, 78 mV and 86 mV, respectively while SNM for 6T bitcell is 30 mV which means
this cell cannot be used in small supply voltages.
Figure 6.6 compares the values of SNM, WNM and HNM of proposed 12T bitcell with 12T-S and
12T-Q bitcells in presence of variations for a 1, 000 point Monte Carlo simulation at 300 mV supply
voltage. As shown in this figure all bitcell have almost equal SNM and HNM. Although 12T-S bitcell
shows bigger mean value for WNM, proposed 12T bitcell has sufficient WNM to be used in 300 mV.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 12T bitcell under Process, Voltage and Temperature
(PVT) variations, Monte Carlo simulations are done for both read and write modes at different process
corners, supply voltages and temperatures. As shown in Figure 6.7, proposed 12T bitcell has adequate
values for both SNM and WNM in all process corners as well as a wide range temperature. As shown in
this figure, even at worst case conditions, 12T bitcell has bigger values for SNM and WNM compared
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Figure 6.7: Read and write noise margin of proposed 12T bitcell in different process corners, tempera-
tures and supply voltages.
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Figure 6.8: Half-select disturbance in SRAM bitcell array.
to 6T bitcell. Besides, the proposed 12T has acceptable SNM and WNM values for supply voltages in
sub- and supper-threshold regions.
6.3 Half-Select Free Bitcell and Efficient Bit-Interleaving
Similar to 6T bitcells, 8T bitcell in [2], 10T bitcells in [93, 60] and 12T bitcell in [5] still suffer from
the problem associated with the half-select disturbance effect. The half-select disturbance occurs when
there is an half-selected column during a write operation, as shown in Figure 6.8. During this occur-
rence, the bitcell in the unselected column is disturbed because the wordline is raised to turn on the
access transistors for selected bitcells that need to be written. The bitcell current flowing in the access
transistors should be large for the written bitcells to flip the data while it should not be too large for the
disturbed bitcells to avoid the data corruption [92].
Another problem in designing of robust SRAM bitcell is solving multi-bit soft errors that occur when
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Figure 6.9: (a) Shared wordline and (b) bit-interleaving schemes.
an alpha particle or comic ray hits the memory and causes it to lose data [94]. When SRAM operates
near to threshold region, cosmic rays can induce soft errors more easily because the critical charge is
reduced. Multi-bit errors from a single strike usually occur in two to three adjacent bitcells [94]. Thus, to
prevent multi-bit error from occurring in a single word, bits from different words should be interleaved.
Shared-wordline and bit-interleaving (column-multiplexing) are common ways of arranging the words
in SRAM as shown in Figure 6.9 [95]. In the shared-wordline scheme, which is widely used because
of its simplicity, the probability of multi-bit errors is high because all the bits of a word are next to
each other. Multiple bit errors are regarded as one single bit error in the bit-interleaving structure that is
detectable and easy to correct with conventional ECC techniques. However, because of half-select issue,
most of the SRAM designs cannot be bit-interleaved, and can only be implemented in shared-wordline
architecture [14]. In [2] and [60], to avoid the half-select, the entire cells on a row are written at the
same time which makes these SRAMs exposed to multi-bit soft errors.
In the proposed 12T bitcell, only the accessed bitcells in a row are activated for a write operation
through their respective WL and SEL signals. As shown in Figure 6.10(a), although, other bitcells
on the same row are selected with same wordline signals, their respective SEL are at a low level to
avoid any disturbance for stored value. For the half-selected bitcells in an active column as shown
in Figure 6.10(b), WL is at low level, so stored value cannot be disturbed by bitline voltage. Thus,
using the proposed 12T bitcell, only one word is turn on while others are not disturbed, therefore, it
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Figure 6.11: (a) Worst case bitline leakage scenario in read mode, BL/BR voltage of a column with
256 bitcells at (b) VDD = 0.6 V and (c) VDD = 0.3 V (12T-S [4]).
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in SRAM designs allows better pitch matching between the bitcell array layout and read/write circuitry
that ultimately helps to increase the bitcell density.
6.4 Leakage Control Mechanism in Read and Hold Modes
In the read operation, one bitline discharges and the other one stays high. As soon as the differential
swing on bitlines exceeds the input voltage offset of sense amplifiers, data is ready on the data bus.
Compare to the single ended read bitline in 12T-Q bitcell which needs a full swing to provide the
correct output, in proposed 12T, differential structures speeds up the read operation with less access
time. Figure 6.11(a) shows the worst case scenario for bitline leakage during read; when accessed cell
holds value ’1’ and all other cells store ’0’. In this case, leakage current by unselected cells is comparable
to read current which may cause a read failure. Transient simulation results in Figure 6.11(b) and 10(c)
verify the effectiveness of ML4/MR4 transistor in leakage control during read mode. Proposed bitcell
have three series stacking transistors in read path which helps to reduce the leakage and allows to put
more bitcells on bitline which enables smaller bitline partitioning and less area overhead. As shown in
figure 6.11(b), 12T-S bitcell operates in 0.6 V supply voltages, but due to large leakage in read mode,
this cell fails at 0.3 V (figure 6.11(c)) while proposed 12T control the leakages in small supply voltages
and can be used in long bitlines. During hold mode (WL = 0 and SEL = 0), ML4/MR4 adds an off
device in leakage path through BL and BR to GND and decreases the leakage through ML3/MR3
transistor. Besides, node L and R (Figure 6.2(a)) are float above 0 and make the VGS of ML3/MR4
negative, therefore reducing the leakage current exponentially.
6.5 Final SRAM Architecture and Simulation Results
Figure 6.12 shows the block diagram of the 64 kb SRAM array with peripheral circuitries. Word se-
lection is performed using a decoder/ multiplexer combination. To suppress the effect of random VTH
variation on timing variation of sense amplifier enable signal, multi replica bitline delay [3] technique is
used to generate the timing of sense-amplifiers. Here, all of the comparisons are simulated by re-creating
the circuits from scratch and the results stem from the simulations using 32 nm technology. To have
































Figure 6.12: Final SRAM architecture with multi replica bitline delay [3].
bit array) for 12T-S and 12T-Q bitcells and proposed bitcell. The Monte Carlo simulation includes
both the local and global variations that provide a complete representation of the variations during chip
manufacturing.
Figure 6.13 shows the maximum operating frequency of the 64 kb array versus different supply
voltages. This figure shows that 12T SRAM array can perform at 50 MHz with 0.3 V and also functions
at 2 GHz with 0.9 V supply voltages. Therefore, This bitcell is a good option for both subthreshold and
high performance operations. The minimum VDD of the SRAM array is limited by read operation as
the read current becomes weak with smaller VDD and, therefore, a full bitline sensing is necessary for
correct read operation. Figure 6.14 compares the read delay of 12T SRAM arrays at different supply
voltages. Read delay is defined as the time interval from 50% of a low-to-high transition of a wordline
signal until there is a 100 mV differential swing on the bitlines for proposed and 12T-S bitcell. Since
12T-Q bitcell has a single-ended read bitline, a full swing is needed which leads to bigger read delay.
As shown in figure 6.14, the 64 kb array has a read delay of 0.87 ns for proposed 12T bitcell at 300 mV
supply voltage and room temperature while 12T-S bitcell does not work at this voltage due to large
bitline leakage and 12T-Q bitcell is very slow with a 3.9 ns read delay which is almost 4.5x slower than
proposed bitcell. The leakage, dynamic and total power consumption of the SRAM arrays at different
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Figure 6.13: Maximum operating frequency for 64 kb array of proposed 12T bitcell versus supply
voltage.
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Figure 6.14: Read delay for a 256 × 256 array in different supply voltages (12T-S [4] fails to read at
0.3 V due to large leakage).
operating voltages is also explored, as shown in Figure 6.15. At 50 MHz and 0.3 V the leakage power
for proposed 12T bitcell array is 0.95 mW which is 53% and 63% less than leakage power in arrays of
12T-S and 12T-Q bitcells, respectively. Also total power consumption in smaller using proposed 12T-S
bitcell different supply voltages, as shown in Figure 6.15.
Table 6.2 summarizes and compares the performance of the proposed 12T bitcell. All SRAM arrays
have same configuration and are simulated in the minimum supply voltage and maximum operation
frequency. Proposed 12T bitcells shows improvement in leakage and dynamic power reduction. It has
faster read operation and works in higher frequency compared to 12T-S and 12T-Q bitcells. Proposed
12T bitcell can be used on long bitlines to get less area overhead.
6.6 Summary and Conclusions
A novel subthreshold, single-port, differential-ended 12T SRAM bitcell with high performance is pro-
posed which improves read stability and writability and allows continued scaling beyond what is possi-
ble with the 6T SRAM bitcell. This bitcell uses read buffer to improve the read stability and achieves
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Proposed 12T  12T-S 12T-Q
Figure 6.15: Leakage, dynamic and total power consumption comparison in different supply voltages
for a 64 kb array (12T-S [4] and 12T-Q [5]).
Table 6.2: Feature list of works in 32 nm technology.
Design proposed 12T 12T-S [4] 12T-Q [5]
Technology 32 nm 32 nm 32 nm
Capacity 64 kb 64 kb 64 kb
Organization 256× 256 bit 256× 256 bit 256× 256 bit
Max. Frequency @ Min. VDD 50 MHz@ 0.3 V 50 MHz@ 0.4 V∗ 25 MHz@ 0.3 V
Total Power Consumption @ 0.3 V 1.38 mW 2.64 mW 3.34 mW
Leakage Power Consumption @ 0.3 V 0.95 mW 2.04 mW 2.57 mW
Bit-Interleaving & Half-Select Free Yes Yes No
∗ Fail to read at 0.3 V due to large leakage.
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read SNM equal to hold static noise margin. Using a column-based select signal this bitcell provides
half-select and read-disturb free features, facilitating bit-interleaving structure to reduce multi-bit soft
errors by conventional error correcting code techniques. By boosting wordline and select signal voltage,
this bitcell can read and write with no error at 300 mV. Bitline leakage suppression in 12T bitcell al-
lows more bitcells per bitline for high density SRAMs and provides faster read operation. A 64 kb 12T
SRAM macro is designed in 32 nm CMOS SOI technology that operates down to 300 mV with 50 MHz
operating frequency while it functions at 0.9 V with 2 GHz operating frequency as well.
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Chapter 7
Approximate SRAM Architecture for
Low-Power Video Applications
7.1 Introduction
Multimedia applications require both intensive computations and large amounts of embedded mem-
ory that aggravate the total amount of power consumption. Consequently, it is of great importance for
portable devices with multimedia applications to extend their battery life by lowering their power dissi-
pation [96]. The key sources of power dissipation in multimedia applications is large embedded memory
access power. Large embedded data memories are desired because of lower cost, higher performance
and more reliable operation due to single packaging. However, by integrating larger blocks of embedded
memory into a chip, memory failure increases and the manufacturing yield of the system drops sharply.
Therefore, embedded memory is becoming the critical focus on SoCs to reach higher yield and lower
power.
Supply voltage scaling is one of the most effective techniques for power reduction in VLSI systems,
as switching power dissipation is quadratically dependent on VDD [97]. However, during low-voltage
operations, the failure probabilities of SRAM bitcells significantly increase, especially with pronounced
PVT variations in scaled technologies. And, SRAM bitcell’s noise margin degradation is the main
reason for SRAM failure at low voltages [12]. To improve the stability and error resiliency in memory
bitcells, SRAM structures with 8 [98, 2], 10 [60] and even 12 transistors [15] have been proposed.
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Although using extra transistors in the bitcell helps to improve the noise margin in smaller supply
voltages, it leads to more silicon area and cost. Also, to recover data from defective memory bitcells
after fabrication and increase the embedded memory yield, redundant rows/columns/blocks and the
use of ECC have been used in most designs. However, these redundant circuitry techniques lead to a
large area overhead in current nano-scale devices with undesirable high error rates. Besides, most ECC
systems can correct only a single bit of error without significant overhead while suffering from a delay
penalty for the encoding/decoding of data. Therefore, to handle the high rate of errors in sub-100 nm
designs, area efficient ECC techniques tend not to be as effective as they used to be.
Supply voltage reduction has been a popular technique for error tolerant designs [99, 100]. In
error tolerant applications, error during storage or computation are acceptable if the design maintains
an adequate quality of the output signal [100, 101]. One example of error tolerant applications is with
video/image processing. For the human visual system, it is typically highly sensitive to the High Order
Bits (HOBs) of the luma and chroma pixels in video data as opposed to the Low Order Bits (LOBs) [96].
Figure 7.1 demonstrates the quality of image when error is injected in a single bit position and shows
how quality degradation is stronger when error happens in HOBs. The image quality degradation is
acceptable until the 5th bit (assuming a lower bound of 30 dB for PSNR), but errors in 6th, 7th and 8th
bits can result in significant quality degradation. Therefore, a high Bit Error Rate (BER) can be tolerable
if errors happen within the LOBs, whereas, the BER in HOBs has to be considerably smaller to reach a
sensible level of quality. Moreover, video data memory does not need to be 100% error free and it can
have partial data loss without serious quality degradation. Besides, nano-scale systems that use 100%
error free on-chip memory are unrealistic and impractical [100].
This chapter discusses an architecture to reduce the impacts of error in low voltage video memories
and improve the energy efficiency. In this chapter, image processing applications are considered as case
study while the idea can be easily extended to other error tolerant applications. The proposed design
scales the supply voltage to improve the overall energy efficiency while HOB bitlines use a higher
cell-supply during read mode and LOBs use a smaller one to maintain the quality as well. Likewise,
using a supply voltage switching network within an idle (standby) mode decreases the leakage power
by utilizing a lower cell supply voltage. More importantly, the proposed approach allows a dynamic
reconfiguration for the number of bits using higher or lower supply voltages at run time based on a
given accuracy requirement.
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Figure 7.1: Quality degradation due to injected errors in single bit positions (8th bit is the high order bit
and 1st bit is the low order bit).
Another objective of this chapter is to document the process in determining the Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) value versus error position in approximate SRAM architectures. Previous methods
have been able to extract much of this information from chip measurement [102] however, proposed
approximate SRAM in this chapter extracts its information through SPICE/MATLAB simulations.
In this chapter an extensive background and comparison on different memory designs for error tol-
erant applications are discussed. Also, the impact of voltage scaling, terminal voltage dependencies and
SRAM bitcell failure due to inadequate noise margin are explained. Detailed description of proposed
SRAM array architecture is presented with simulation results and comparison to show the effectiveness
of this design.
7.2 Background
In order to improve embedded memory yield in error tolerant applications while keeping the area over-
head, power consumption and design cost low, several approximate SRAM designs have been proposed.
Approximate SRAM designs try to decrease the failure probability by increasing the bitcell size, utilize
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higher supply voltages and using ECC codes for high order bits based on specific applications. In this
section, existing approximate SRAM designs are analyzed and proposed design is presented.
To reach a higher yield in lower supply voltage, two hybrid SRAM structures which are a mixture
of 6T/8T SRAM bitcells [96] and 8T/10T bitcells [103] are proposed for MPEG4 video processors. In
these SRAMs, higher order luma/chroma bits are stored in 8T (10T) bitcells while the lower order bits
are stored in 6T (8T) bitcells. Although 8T and 10T bitcells can work in lower voltages, the 6T SRAM
fails in those low supply voltages and it is more efficient to drop these bits. In [96] peripheral circuits are
needed to combine a differential single wordline 6T cell with a single-ended double wordline 8T cell in
the same row. Therefore, the architecture in [96] results in design challenges to combine the differential
cells in the same row. Also, the [103] structure leads to an area penalty when using both 8T and 10T
SRAM bitcells. Although this design tries to reduce the area overhead with bit-truncation, skipping bits
of the pixel and replacing them with zero, it results in more quality degradation. Moreover, a dynamic
energy-quality trade-off at run time is not possible in both designs because the BER and number of
HOBs are fixed at design time.
Random dopant fluctuation are the dominant source of permanent defects in digital circuit designs
that can be alleviated by increasing transistor sizing [97]. This fact is the design choice of a heteroge-
neous SRAM sizing algorithm for the embedded memory of a H.264 video processor [104]. In [104]
the HOBs are stored in the relatively larger 6T SRAM bitcells and the LOBs are stored in the smaller
ones. Compared to the [96] architecture, this heterogeneous approach offers a simpler SRAM design
with straightforward layout because it only uses 6T memory cells. However, the 6T bitcell in [104] has
limited improvements in stability for small supply voltages below 500 mV, and since no read/write assist
circuitry is considered, this design is not applicable in near or subthreshold designs. More importantly,
it does not lead to significant amount of power reduction and the number of HOBs is fixed at design
time, hence, it is unable to dynamically track the time-varying quality requirement.
In another work, a partial memory protection scheme is presented that protects the SRAM data
blocks with HOBs using a higher supply voltage while allowing errors in the blocks with LOBs using
lower supply voltages [105]. This partial protection memory architecture has dual power rails with
a static choice of the number of bits in low-voltage mode that can lead to an unreasonable quality
degradation. In [106], this problem is addressed by presenting a dynamically reconfigurable SRAM
array by using a lower voltage for the LOBs and a nominal voltage for the HOBs. This architecture
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allows reconfiguring the number of bits within a low-voltage mode to change the error characteristics
of the array. However, even with the HOBs at a higher supply voltage (faster cells), the performance
is limited by the access time of the slower cells (LOBs). Moreover, each column needs a separate
supply connection (bitlines, wordline and cell-supply are all at the same voltage level), therefore a big
modifications is required in the array layout. Besides, to achieve large amounts of energy reduction,
supply voltages need to be scaled significantly so that most LOBs fail.
The design in [107] scales the supply voltage to improve the overall energy efficiency and also adopts
write-assist circuitry and error correction codes to a small number of HOBs. This design proposes
a dynamic error-quality trade-off by consuming a small amount of extra energy for a few HOBs to
improve the output signal quality. In [108] and [102], instead of powering the least important bits at
a lower supply voltages, the LOBs are simply dropped to save more power. It is shown in [102] that
the quality of the dual-VDD scheme in [106] is approximately the same as the bit dropping technique
in [107]; that is, the error increases in the LOBs at lower voltages which makes the LOBs mostly
incorrect (i.e., it is equivalent to dropping them). In [102], a single error correction technique is utilized
that reuses the dropped LOB as a check bit to protect the HOB.
In [109], a priority based error correction code for SRAM memories in H.264 processors is pro-
posed. In this design, the single error correction Hamming ECC is used for the LOBs and the BCH
(Bose-Chaudhuri, Hocquenghen) code that presents a better error correction performance is used for the
HOBs. However, The ECC adds delay for data encoding/decoding as well as incurring an area overhead
for the ECC logic. In addition, although the ECC provides an energy benefit over voltage scaling, at low
voltages the failure rate becomes so high that double and higher order errors are more likely to occur
and the single ECC scheme in [102] is not able to correct them.
In digital circuits, the switching power dissipation is often expressed as α ·C ·V 2DD ·f , where α is the
activity factor, C is the capacitance, VDD is the supply voltage, and f is the operating frequency [11].
The switching power can be improved by reducing α, f and VDD for the memory accesses. Decreasing
the value of C is not easy since it is defined based on the fabrication technology. The approach in [110]
reduces the bitline switching activity using a prediction-based approach and reduces the energy per
access through reducing α. This design uses a 10T SRAM cell with 5 control signals per cell and
leads to a serious area overhead and design complexity. Similarly, the work in [111] exploits statistical
similarity in images by using an inversion bit for each word to reduce read-bitline transitions (α).
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All the previously mentioned techniques, require either complex peripheral circuits that result in
large penalties in performance and/or layout area or are not effective at low supply voltages. In this
chapter, an area efficient 6T SRAM with three supply voltages to combat the stability degradation and
reduce the leakage power at low supply voltages is proposed. Besides, the proposed architecture allows
a dynamic energy-quality trade-off at run time for different inputs and various applications.
For image/video memories, error can happen when writing (encoding) due to write failure and in
reading (decoding) due to read disturbance failures. The proposed dynamically reconfigurable SRAM
array for low-power multimedia applications allows the architecture to reconfigure the number of bits
in the low/high voltage mode to reduce the error characteristics of the SRAM array during both read
and write modes. Additionally, the proposed design is different than the structure in [106] that uses a
lower voltage for cells storing low-order bits and a nominal voltage for cells storing higher order bits.
In this design, both HOB and LOB cells can have low or high voltage based on the operation. This
spatial voltage scaling can be extremely useful for improving effective yield of multimedia memories.
The proposed design provides a real-time modification, depending on the error tolerance of the appli-
cation, which leads to a better energy/quality trade off. It provides a bit-level-robustness enhancement
and makes it adaptable for different applications. The proposed design also allows the use of con-
ventional 6T bitcells that leads to significant area savings compared to designs that use an 8T or 10T
SRAM bitcells [96, 103]. Compared to existing error-tolerant SRAM designs, the simplicity of the pro-
posed scheme, leads to minimizing the design effort and considerable power saving which is desired
for battery-supported multimedia applications. Finally, the proposed design allows aggressive voltage
scaling beyond what is possible with a single-supply design and leads to additional energy reduction.
7.3 SRAM Bitcell Failure and Read/Write Assist Techniques
Figure 7.2(a) shows the schematic of a 6T SRAM bitcell. The single-supply conventional SRAM bitcell
displays limitations of competing requirements for read and write noise margin. A stronger cross-
coupled pair compared to the access transistors is needed for better read stability while weaker cross-
coupled pair leads to easier write operation and improvement in writability [97]. Having a dynamic cell-
supply rail (Figure 7.2(b)) that switches between high and low VDD offers the advantage of improving
































Figure 7.2: (a) 6T SRAM bitcell, (b) dynamic power supply for the bitcell.
leakage through Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) effect [113] [114] in standby mode.
Supply voltage scaling is an effective techniques for power reduction, however, there is a limit on
the minimum cell-supply voltage by the Hold Noise Margin (HNM) for SRAM bitcells. The HNM
is the maximum amount of noise that SRAM bitcell can tolerate in idle mode before losing its stored
value [11]. The HNM can be calculated using the VTC or butterfly curves, as shown in Figure 7.3(a).
The HNM is the side of the largest square embedded between the retention VTC curves [11]. As shown
in Figure 7.3(a), decreasing the supply voltage from 500 mV down to 100 mV degrades the HNM by
a great factor and leads to a zero static noise margin with a 100 mV supply voltage and, therefore,
produces an unstable bitcell. Random process variations make the HNM value even worse in small
supply voltages. To calculate the effect of random process variations on the HNM, a 10, 000 points
DC Monte Carlo simulation is performed on a 6T bitcell at different supply voltages and the results are
shown in Figure 7.3(c). As shown in Figure 7.3(b), the noise margin follows a Gaussian distribution.
The mean (µ) value for this distribution is the value of the HNM at that specific voltage and sigma
(σ) is variation across the chip. Figure 7.3(b) also shows the fraction of distribution which has failed
due noise margin constraints. Decreasing the supply voltage reduces the mean value and, therefore,
degrades the stability of cell. Based on the MC simulation results in Figure 7.3(c) and approximately
a 35 mV threshold voltage variation (σ value in 32 nm SOI CMOS for a minimum-sized transistor)
and by considering a minimum of 50 mV for the HNM, the 6T bitcell failure probability is 99.4% in
200 mV and 2% at 300 mV. Therefore, 300 mV can be the lowest cell-supply voltage for the 6T in an
error tolerant (not error free) SRAM design.
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Figure 7.3: (a) 6T SRAM bitcell VTC curves in hold mode at different supply voltages, (b) failing
bitcell measurement using noise distribution (c) Monte Carlo simulation results for HNM at different
cell-supplies.
failure rate at different supply voltages can be calculate using the distribution of the MC results in
read and write modes. Considering the dynamic supply voltage for the bitcell (Figure 7.2(b)) and to
obtain a better SNM, the wordline and bitlines should be connected to voltages lower than cell-supply.
Conversely, the wordline and bitlines should be connected to voltages higher than cell-supply for WNM
improvement. Regular-VTH transistors in the 32 nm SOI CMOS model, have VTH values of 0.293 V
and −0.266 V for the NMOS and PMOS transistors, respectively, and the nominal operating voltage is
0.9 V. To reduce the power consumption a 0.45 V supply voltage is used in this design.
The SNM in read mode is defined as the maximum possible noise available at the gates of the cross-
coupled inverters or storage element that does not flip the bitcell value [11]. Again, read values from
the VTC of the 6T bitcell can be used to measure the SNM value at different voltages. Three roots of
intersection in the VTC curves are desired to indicate bistability in read operation and the SNM can
be quantified by the side of the largest square embedded between the read VTC curves. Increasing the
cell-supply makes a larger gate overdrive on the pull-down NMOS (M1/MR1 in Figure 7.2(a)), reduces
the overlap between VTC curves and improves the SNM. Figure 7.4(a) shows the VTC curves for the



































Figure 7.4: (a) VTC curves and SNM in read mode (higher cell-supply increases the SNM), (b) VTC
curves and WNM during write (lower cell-supply increases the WNM). Both cases are at typical corner,
wordline and bitlines are at 0.45 V and only the cell-supply changes.
0.5 V and 0.6 V, respectively, at a typical process corner (while the WL, BL and BR in both cases are
at 0.45 V). Figure 7.4(a) shows how the SRAM bitcell gains 61% improvement in the SNM with only
a 100 mV increase in cell-supply. Figure 7.4(b) shows the 6T VTC curves during write mode; here,
Q and QB are writing over by opposite values. A monostable bitcell must have only one intersection
between VTC curves during write mode. As shown in Figure 7.4(b), the WNM improves with a smaller
cell-supply. Lowing the cell-supply in write mode, lowers the Write0 curve or raises the Write1 curve,
therefore, improving the WNM. With only a 100 mV increase in cell-supply, the bitcell gains 110%
improvement in WNM.
The bitcell static write and read noise margins are also affected by random process variations. The
slow NMOS-fast PMOS (SF) corner has a fast pull-up PMOS, skews the bitcell beta ratio (M2/ M3) and
decreases the ability of the NMOS access transistor to overwrite the bitcell, thereby reducing the WNM.
On the other hand, the fast NMOS-slow PMOS (FS) corner skews the bitcell alpha ratio (M1/M3) by
having a fast NMOS access transistor and reduces the SNM. In this design, to calculate the failure
probabilities, worst process corners; FS corner for read and SF corner for write mode are considered.
Figure 7.5(a) and (b) show the distribution of the SNM and the WNM of the 6T bitcell at different
cell-supplies, in presence of local and global variations and worst process corners using a 10, 000 point
MC simulation (wordline and bitlines are at 0.45 V in both read and write modes). As shown in this
figure, increasing the cell-supply in read mode and decreasing it during write operation, improves the
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Figure 7.5: Monte Carlo simulation results for 6T SRAM cell with the dynamic cell-supply in 32 nm
SOI CMOS technology (a) SNM and (b) WNM at different cell-supplies and worst-process corners
(wordline and bitlines are at 0.45 V).
Table 7.1: Noise margin comparison of triple-supply and single-supply SRAM cell in 32 nm at 0.70 V.
Triple-supply cell Single-supply cell
SNM∗ [mV] 130 58
WNM∗∗ [mV] 135 63
∗ Noise margin at FS corner.∗∗, Noise margin at SF corner.
mean value of noise margin distribution in both modes. This figure clearly shows the impact of dynamic
cell-supply biasing on static noise margins. Table 7.1 summarizes the noise margin values for both
read and write mode at their worst process corners and compares them with noise margin values of a
single-supply SRAM cell. For the results, the sizing of SRAM transistors is the same in both cells and
is provided in Figure 7.8.
The µ and σ values of SNM and WNM distributions at different supply voltages are used to predict
the read and write fail probabilities, as shown in Figure 7.6(a). In read mode, the cell-supply smaller
than VDD (0.45 V) results in an abrupt increase in failure probability, whereas, during write mode a










































Figure 7.6: Read and write failure probability at different voltages and worst process corners (a) 6T with
dynamic cell-supply (wordline and bitlines are at 0.45 V) and (b) conventional single-supply 6T.
increase in cell-supply (550 mV) in read mode and a 100 mV decrease in cell-supply (350 mV) during
write operation (compared to wordline and bitlines at 0.45 V), can reduce the failure rate by 80% and
75%, respectively. Figure 7.6(b) shows the failure probability of the conventional 6T cell when the
wordline, bitline and cell-supply are at the same level. As shown in Figure 7.6(b), only increasing
the supply voltage results in failure probability reduction in both read and write modes. Compared to
Figure 7.6(a) which demonstrates that write failures decrease with a smaller cell-supply, it is possible to
reduce the failure probability while decreasing the power consumption by using a dynamic cell-supply,
as shown in Figure 7.2(b).
7.4 Leakage Power Reduction in Low Voltage SRAMs
In sub 100-nm channel-lengths, the supply voltage must be decreased to assure reliability for scaled
transistors; also, the threshold voltage must be decreased to maintain its performance [114]. However,
reducing the threshold voltage in scaled technologies leads to increases in leakage power. In battery-
supported applications, such as cell phones, leakage power can dominate power consumption and re-
duces the battery life time. Therefore, it is necessary to manage the leakage power in low threshold
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voltage devices of new technologies.
Leakage current in SRAM not only exists in idle mode, almost all bitcells in active mode are in
retention mode and consume leakage power, as well. To suppress the leakage power in SRAM differ-
ent techniques have been proposed. One technique utilizes power switches to reduce the leakage and
although this is effective in significantly decreasing the leakage power, it leads to great amounts of data
loss and cannot be applied to SRAM design due to a noticeable performance penalty [115].
Body biasing has been proposed as an approach in [116] to reduce the leakage current without speed
degradation. However, this technique is applicable in process technologies that allow independent biases
for P and N wells (this requires a twin-tub technology so that the substrates of individual devices can be
adjusted) and also increases the supply voltage of the SRAM that results in more dynamic power and,
therefore, more total power consumption. Besides, this technique requires modifications of the SRAM
bitcell structure that can result in an observable area penalty. Moreover, as the substrate bias increases,
pn junction breakdown can occur and the reversed substrate bias can aggravate the effect of threshold
voltage variations in scaled technologies. Optimal values of the reverse bias continue to get smaller for
many sub-100 nm technologies (since the breakdown voltage of pn junctions decreases), therefore, body
biasing may not be as useful in future bulk CMOS technologies.
Other techniques use a gate-grounded NMOS in the pulldown path of the SRAM bitcell [117]. This
NMOS is ON in active mode and is OFF during the standby mode to reduce the leakage current through
stacking transistors in the leakage path. When the NMOS is OFF, there is a virtual ground and not an
actual ground which causes noise margin degradation. Also, transistor stacking makes the read operation
slower and increases the dynamic power consumption. Drowsy caches use dynamic voltage scaling in
idle SRAM bitlines by using a lower VDD to reduce the subthreshold leakage power and preserve stored
values [118]. This technique leads to over 70% of leakage power reduction while it has additional delay
and power requirements for waking up a drowsy bitline. It is also shown in [112] that lowering the
cell-supply voltage not only reduces the subthreshold leakage current due to a reverse body bias effect,
but also reduces the gate leakage by 80% in standby mode.
In this design, a lower VDD in standby mode is used to reduce the leakage power. When VDS of a
transistor reduces, it increases the height of potential barrier near the source terminal which, increases
the threshold voltage and, therefore, decreases the leakage current. This phenomena is known as the
DIBL effect [114]. In scaled technologies, such as 32 nm, the DIBL effect is more pronounced be-
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Figure 7.7: Leakage and dynamic power consumption at different cell-supplies.
cause of smaller dimensions in transistors. By supplying the unselected SRAM bitcells with a smaller
cell-supply voltage, the leakage current of the SRAM can be decreased. The combined effect of less
leakage current and smaller cell-supply voltages during standby mode leads to a recognizable reduction
in leakage power.
Figure 7.7 shows the dependencies of the SRAM bitcell leakage power versus supply voltage in a
64 kb SRAM array architecture. Although smaller supply voltages lead to smaller amounts of leakage
power, the stability of the bitcell must be considered when scaling the supply voltage. As discussed in
section 7.3, there is a limit for cell-supply voltage in standby mode due to the data retention voltage.
Using the minimum voltage (300 mV as data retention voltage calculated in section 7.3) may disrupt
the stored value in memory bitcell through the noise on the supply rail and radiation particles [119].
Therefore, it is mandatory to consider a guard band of 50 mV over minimum voltage to combat the
effect of voltage ripples on supply rail, soft errors, process variation effects and also temperature fluctu-
ations [119]. Hence, a 300 + 50 mV cell-supply during standby mode to reduce the leakage current is
considered.
7.5 Video Encoding/Decoding and Video Quality
The bit-rate of video data is quite large and without compression it is almost impossible to transmit
raw data directly. H.264 and MPEG-4 are among the most powerful video compression algorithms for
mobile video applications, Internet video streaming and digital signal broadcasting. Encoding and de-
coding are important parts of coding and the quality of video is directly related to the quality of the
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embedded SRAMs for motion estimation and buffering. In a H.264 video stream, failures in the embed-
ded SRAM array increases the video quality degradation and, subsequently, the main factor affecting
the quality degradation is the locations of the SRAM failures [120]. A H.264 system allows the opera-
tion frequency to operate as low as 20 MHz, hence, delay failure can be easily satisfied using a 450 mV
supply voltage in 32 nm SOI CMOS technology. Therefore, only functional failures due to stability
degradation should be considered in failure calculations.
The proposed SRAM architecture allows protecting the video memory partially rather than making
it error-free. A partial memory protection scheme allows combining protected and unprotected bits of a
pixel data for both encoding and decoding operations. In error-tolerant applications, the error position is
more important than the error total number, therefore, the bit error rate at the HOBs are reduced rather
than reducing the total error rate. Figure 7.1 clearly shows the average PSNR versus error position. As
shown in Figure 7.1, the error on HOBs contributes more in quality degradation compared to the LOBs.
The PSNR is the ratio of the largest pixel value and the rms of error and can be expressed as:















[Original(i, j)−Degraded(i, j)]2 (7.2)
an acceptable image quality is obtained in the order of 30 dB or higher [121]. Here, PSNR is used
to compare the quality of images. The PSNR is typically a validated metric for quantitatively evaluated
image quality [121].
7.6 SRAM Array Architecture
Figure 7.8 shows the overall architecture of the reconfigurable 64 kb (256×256 bit array, where each row
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Figure 7.8: SRAM architecture with the MRBD [3] technique to control the timing of sense amplifier
and transistor sizing table.
SRAM architecture has the following features:
1) In this memory, the wordline signal is shared by the cells in the same row and the bitline signals
are shared by the bitcells in the same column. Supply voltage for the cell is routed vertically and
supply voltages of the SRAM bitcells in one column are connected together. There is a dynamic supply
controller per column, as shown in Figure 7.8, that allows the cell-supply voltage to be controlled based
on its operation and desired image quality. A column based supply allows bit-by-bit reconfiguration
and consist of three PMOS transistors (one connected to VDDH , one to VDD and one to VDDL). The
gate terminal of PMOSes are controlled by protect-read, no-protect and protect-write to reconfigure the
cell-supply voltage. An 8-bit control signal is needed to control a pixel data bit by bit, so the array can
work in both high-error and low-error modes.
2) Precharge, write driver, sense amplifier and decoder are connected to the scaled voltage (VDD);
so is the voltage level on bitline and wordline. During read mode, supply voltage of protected SRAM
cells will be connected to VDDH and in write/retention mode it would be connected to VDDL. The cell-
supply of bitcells which are not protected are connected to VDD in read mode. During write operation,
power supply voltage lines of protected bitcells are connected to VDDL. This smaller cell-supply makes
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the bitcell easier to write. However, the power supply lines for half-selected columns remain at the VDD
to avoid disturbances to the half-selected columns during the write mode. In read mode, power supply
voltage lines of protected bitcells increases (VDDH ) which helps to discharge the bitline quicker and
improve the read stability.
3) Although soft-error is not a serious problem for video memories, bit-interleaving is considered
in this implementation to provide better protection for possible soft errors. Multi-bit soft errors oc-
cur when an alpha particle or comic ray hits a memory device and causes it to lose data [94]. When
SRAM operates near to the threshold region, cosmic rays can induce soft errors more easily because the
critical charge is reduced. Multi-bit errors from a single strike usually occur in two to three adjacent
bitcells [94]. Thus, to prevent multi-bit errors from occurring in a single word, bits from different words
should be interleaved. Multiple bit errors are regarded as a single bit error in a bit-interleaving structure
and is easy to correct with conventional ECC techniques. Besides, bit-interleaving in SRAM designs
allows better pitch matching between the bitcell array and read/write circuitry layout that ultimately
helps to increase the bitcell density.
4) There is a negligible area overhead due to the power supply switches in dynamic supply controller.
The main concern in a multiple-supply voltage design is the delay overhead of transition between op-
eration modes. However, The operation frequency in video applications is around tens of MegaHertz
and the power requirement is much more demanding than performance. Therefore, the delay overhead
is a small fraction of cycle time and is not a crucial concern in multimedia applications. However, the
voltage drop of the power supply switches should be low to not affect the noise margin. All modules
use the minimum sized transistors except the 6T bitcell and dynamic supply controller. The sizing of
transistors for these two module are shown in Figure 7.8.
5) The differential structure of the 6T SRAM bitcell allows a high speed read operation by using
voltage sense amplifiers. In this design, to suppress the effect of random VTH variations on timing of
sense amplifier enable (SAE) signal, MRBD technique [3] is used. The MRBD technique utilizes 6T
memory bitcells to control the drive delay. Replica techniques are common elements within high-speed
SRAM architectures. The delay driven memory cells in the control path are the same as that of read
path as well as the delay shift according to the PVT variation. Therefore, the MRBD technique attains
self-timed tracking with optimal SAE timing [3].
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7.7 Results
To calculate the PSNR of an image at different voltage levels (different failure probabilities), SRAM
bitcell failure probabilities at different cell-supplies and worst process corners are measured through ex-
tensive SPICE Monte Carlo simulation in both read and write modes for 6T with dynamic cell-supplies
and without dynamic cell-supplies (traditional 6T cell). The failure probability in read mode increases
by decreasing the cell-supply while it increases in write mode by increasing the cell-supply, as shown
in Figure 7.6. Using MATLAB simulations, the calculated bitcell failure are randomly added to image
to mimic the behavior of random variations of die. An error equal to amount of failure is generated and
randomly injected to faulty cells.
The protected cells are affected by smaller error than unprotected cells, therefore, in this approach
not only is the location of failures examined, but the random distribution of fault within protected and
unprotected cells are considered, as well. The bit-error rate and number of protected bits are changed in
each MATLAB simulation to calculate and compare the image quality. SPICE simulations for different
number of protected bits and different voltages are done to calculate the dynamic and leakage power
consumption. The flow of simulation steps to get the desired PSNR value for an image is shown in
Figure 7.9.
As shown in Figure 7.10, protecting 8 bits of each pixel results in a higher quality in both read and
write modes. The voltage axis in this figure represents the power consumption and shows a significant
amount of power can be saved with image quality degradation in read mode while in write mode quality
of image increases with a decrease in power consumption. This figure shows, if the number of recon-
figurable bits and bit error rate (voltage level) changes simultaneously, better power-quality trade-off
can be obtained. Figure 7.10 shows an agreement with Figure 7.6(a); increasing the cell-power above
0.35 V in write mode and decreasing it below 0.55 V in read mode, leads to increases in bitcell failure
by a significant factor and would not allow the image quality to improve by increasing the number of
protected bits. Based on the results from this figure, protecting 8 bits/pixel in write mode at 0.35 V not
only leads to higher PSNR, but also results in smaller amounts of power consumption.
The total power is the average of dynamic and leakage power in read, write and standby modes and
is measured using SPICE simulation at 20 MHz. The power consumption is compared with a regular
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Figure 7.11: Power consumption for the single-supply and proposed triple-supply SRAM arrays (In the
triple supply SRAM, the cell-supply at write and standby modes is 0.35 V and only the cell-supply in
read operation is changed).
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Figure 7.12: PSNR comparison at different supply voltages (In the triple-supply SRAM, the cell-supply
during write and standby modes is 0.35 V and only the read cell-supply is changed, all bits are protected
in the triple-supply design).
(0.35 V) during a write, the standby mode results in significant amount of power savings compared
to a single-supply array architecture. At 0.70 V, the proposed triple-supply array decreases the power
consumption by 69%. This design not only results in a significant power reduction, but demonstrates
great improvement in image quality, as shown in Figure 7.12. As shown in this figure, the proposed
triple-supply array improves the PSNR value, mainly through increasing read and write stability and
decreasing the 6T bitcell failure rate. The proposed triple-supply design results in 63% improvement in
image quality with no area penalty and design difficulty at 0.70 V. This figure also shows voltage scaling
in a single-supply array results in producing low and impractical PSNR images.
Figure 7.13 shows how PSNR improves in higher read cell-supply and more protected number of
bits. The X axis in this graph can be interpreted as the power axis (more protected bits means more
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45 Read Cell-Supply = 0.55 V
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Read Cell-Supply = 0.65 V
Read Cell-Supply = 0.70 V
Figure 7.13: PSNR value for different cell-supplies and the number of protected bits (In the triple-supply
SRAM, the cell-supply at write and standby mode is 0.35 V and only the read cell-supply is changed).
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Figure 7.14: PSNR comparison for different test benches (read cell-supply = 0.70 V and write/standby
cell-supply = 0.35 V).
columns are connected to VDDH and more power is consumed), and shows better PSNR comes with
more power consumption. This graph also shows that to have a practical value of PSNR (≈ 30 dB) at
0.55 V all eight bits in pixel must be protected while for higher cell-supplies like 0.60 V and 0.70 V
protecting six and three most significant bits, respectively, is acceptable. As shown in Figure 7.12, it is
not possible to get a practical PSNR value for a single-supply array at 0.70 V.
The results on the proposed SRAM design is evaluated with three different benchmarks [122] (man:
gray-scale, 1024 × 1024 pixels, Boat: gray-scale, 512 × 512 pixels and clock: gray-scale, 256 × 256
pixels). Figure 7.14 compares the PSNR of different benchmark at different number of protected bits
using proposed design and shows negligible variation in PSNR for different images. Simulation results
show that PSNR is consistent for different image benchmarks with 2 dB deviation, confirming the PSNR
is a suitable metric for image quality measurements. Table 7.2 quantitatively compares the proposed
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Table 7.2: Quantitative comparison of approximate SRAM designs.
[96] [103] [104] [105]
Design technique Hybrid Hybrid Heterogeneous Dual-VDD
6T&8T 8T&10T 6T sizing
Area penalty Yes Yes Yes No
Design difficulty High High High Low
Dynamic power-quality management No No No No
Same voltage for HOB & LOB Yes Yes Yes No
[106] [107] [109] This Work
Design technique Dual-VDD Write Assist ECC Triple-VDD
& ECC
Area penalty No No No No
Design difficulty High High High Low
Dynamic power-quality management Yes Yes Yes Yes
Same voltage for HOB & LOB No No Yes No
design with similar approximate SRAM designs. As one can conclude from this table, the proposed
triple-supply design is the only design that provides dynamic power-quality trade-off at run time with
no area overhead and no design complexity. With the proposed design it is possible to improve the
power-quality trade-off even when chip is skewed to worst process corners for read or write mode.
Figure 7.15 shows several sample images for the proposed and single-supply SRAM arrays. As
shown in this figure, scaling the supply voltage in single-supply 6T SRAM array decreases the quality of
image by a significant amount while the proposed SRAM keeps the quality of image through protecting
most significant bits of pixel data in read mode and protecting all bits during write mode. As shown
in this figure, the practical value of the PSNR can be achieved at different voltages by protecting a
different number of bits. Figure 7.16 shows the trade-off between image quality and power consumption
in proposed design.
To achieve higher image quality, more bits need to be protected in read mode and this results in
more power consumption. This figure shows how quality can be traded with power consumption based
on application and the desired output signal quality using a triple-supply SRAM. On the other hand, in
the single-supply SRAM, as shown in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12, a higher supply voltage leads to more
power consumption and adds no improvement in the PSNR. Table 7.3 summarizes the performance of a
64 kb array using single-supply and proposed triple-supply design in 32 nm SOI CMOS technology. As
shown in this table at the same voltage and operating frequency triple-supply array results in less power



































PSNR = inf PSNR = 30.03 dB PSNR = 16.48 dB
PSNR = inf PSNR = 32.33 dB PSNR = 7.55 dB
PSNR = inf PSNR = 30.38 dB PSNR = 5.20 dB
Figure 7.15: Sample images at different voltages for the triple-supply and single-supply SRAM. (@
0.70 V bits 8th-6th are protected, @ 0.65 V bits 8-5th are protected and @ 0.6 V bits 8rd-3th are
protected). In the proposed SRAM, the cell-supply during write mode is 0.35 V for all cases and only







































Figure 7.16: PSNR and power trade-off for the proposed SRAM architecture (cell-supply at write mode
is 0.35 V and at read mode is 0.70 V).
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Table 7.3: Comparison of 64 kb triple-supply and single-supply SRAM designs in 32 nm.
Deign Triple-Supply Single-Supply
VDDH = 0.70
Voltage [V] VDDR = 0.45 VDD = 0.70
VDDL = 0.35
No. of protected bits/pixel 8 0
Max PSNR [dB] 58 16
Power consumption [mW] 7.069 23.268
Frequency [MHz] 20 20
Total No. of transistors 402, 918 402, 150
7.8 Summary and Conclusion
Voltage scaling is used to reduce the power consumption in an error tolerant SRAM video applica-
tion. To improve the SRAM bitcell noise margin in scaled voltages, cell-supply is decreased in write
mode and is increased in read mode respect to wordline and bitline voltage level. In video memories,
higher order bits of pixel data are stored in protected bitcells (bitcells with larger cell-supply during read
and smaller cell-supply in write mode) while lower order bits are stored in unprotected bitcells (same
cell-supply voltage as wordline and bitlines voltage level). This approach allows to improve the image
quality and at the same time keep the power consumption low. The proposed triple-supply approach
achieves 63% improvement in image quality and 69% reduction in power consumption compared to a
single-supply 64 kb SRAM array at 0.70 V. The proposed design allows low-power SRAM implemen-
tation with minimum design changes and negligible area overhead compared to conventional 6T SRAM
arrays and also provides a dynamic power-quality trade-off at run time. In proposed design power can be
traded with output signal quality at run time, therefore, this SRAM can be used in different approaches
of video memories from mobile video applications to video broadcasting.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Thesis Contributions
SRAMs have become a standard component embedded in all SoC, ASIC, and micro-processor designs.
Their wide application leads to a variety of requirements in circuit design and memory configuration.
The regular structure of memories leads well to automation that produces size and configuration vari-
ations quickly, but developing this with multiple technologies and tool methodologies is challenging.
Because, memory designs play a significant role in overall system performance and costs, memory com-
piler is a critical tool. In Chapter 3 an open-source memory compiler called OpenRAM, is proposed.
OpenRAM is a technology independent memory compiler, written in Python, flexible and portable,
therefore can be used by students and researchers to generate different types of memory in different
technology nodes. Table 8.1 summarizes the needed input and dependencies and generated output files
by OpenRAM compiler.
As variability concerns mount in future CMOS technologies, SRAM cell stability, which depends
on delicately balanced transistor characteristics, becomes a significant concern. In conventional 6T, bit-
cells must be stable during read and writable during write mode. Ignoring redundancy, such functionality
Table 8.1: Inputs, dependencies and outputs of OpenRAM compiler.
Inputs & Dependencies Outputs
Technology Library (layermap, tech rules, transistor models,..) GDSII layout & .lef file
User specifications (word size, memory size, aspect ratio,..) Spice & Verilog netlists
Spice simulator (ngspice, hspice,..) Liberty (.lib) file
Python2.7, Layout viewer/editor & Calibre DRC & LVS check results
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must be preserved for each bitcell under worst-case variation. Transistor strength ratios must be chosen
such that cell static noise margin and write margin are both maintained, which presents conflicting con-
straints on the 6T SRAM bitcell transistor strengths. This delicate balance of transistor strength ratios
can be impacted by device variation, which dramatically degrades stability and writability, especially in
scaled technologies.
To circumvent variability problems, Chapter 4 introduced a novel 8T SRAM bitcell to improve the
read stability and writability of SRAM in ever increasing process variations of scaled technology. Pro-
posed 8T bitcell is fully differential with one port and one wordline, so it doesn’t need any architectural
change in current memory compilers for 6T bitcell and can be used as a replacement for 6T bitcell. 8T
bitcell improves the stability during read mode by increasing the strength of pull-down transistors while
it enhances the writability by making access-transistors stronger.
High-speed and low-power SRAM is greatly desired for various applications, especially for mobile
applications. As VDD is decreased, the power is reduced in proportion to the square of VDD and cycle
time deteriorates. It is essential to suppress cycle time deterioration at low-voltage operation. In SRAM
read operation, discharging the bitline is the most time consuming procedure. Therefore, the timing
for sense amplifier enable signal is extremely significant for the high-speed and low-power SRAM. The
optimum timing for sense amplifier enable signal exists for the high-speed SRAM read operation while
it is shifted by PVT variations. Therefore, the sense amplifier timing must be determined in relation to
the PVT variations.
In order to improve the access time of SRAM and speed up the read operation, multi replica bitline
delay (MRBD) and reconfigurable replica bitline delay (RRBD) techniques are proposed in Chapter 5.
MRBD generates a more accurate sense amplifier enable signal compared to conventional replica bit-
line [43] technique, leads to less access time for SRAM. MRBD uses multiple replica bitline and replica
cells to suppress the effect of process variations and shows 50% less variation in SAE signal compared to
RBL with a negligible area overhead. RRBD has the same structure as MRBD but the number of replica
columns and replica cells change with a digital control code to generate the optimum set time of sense
amplifier. RRBD allows calibration after fabrication and recalibration due to device aging degradation.
One solution to low-voltage SRAM is designing new SRAM bitcells with great performance and sta-
bility in small supply voltages. Chapter 6 introduced a subthreshold 12T SRAM bitcell. Proposed 12T
bitcell shows great improvement in noise margin during read and write modes at small voltages below
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Table 8.2: Summary of proposed designs and techniques.
Chp Proposed Design Features
3 OpenRAM compiler Open-source, Python-based
Technology-independent
Provides timing/power characterizer
Provides reference libraries for FreePDK45 and SCMOS technologies
4 Novel 8T SRAM Bitcell Differential-ended and single-port
Improves read stability and writability
5 MRBD technique Generates sense amplifier enable signal with less deviation
Reduces access time and power consumption
5 RRBD technique Generates accurate sense amplifier enable signal
Allows calibration after fabrication using a control code
Allows recalibration due to device aging degradation
6 Novel 12T SRAM Bitcell Differential-ended and single-port
Half-select disturbance free and allows efficient bit-interleaving
Controls the bitline leakage current in read mode
Works in subthreshold regions (suitable for low-power applications)
Improves read stability and writability at low voltages
7 Approximate SRAM Triple-supply voltage
No extra area penalty or design difficulty
Suitable for low-power multi-media applications
Allows dynamic power-quality management
threshold voltage, where 6T and 8T cannot work and some 10T bitcells have limitation in writabil-
ity. Proposed 12T has fully differential structure, therefore shows better noise and mismatch immunity
compared to single ended designs. Its half-select and read disturb free features allows efficient bit-
interleaving structure to solve multi soft errors with conventional ECC techniques.
Chapter 7 introduced an error tolerant SRAM architecture for video applications. Proposed design
uses lower cell-supply in write mode and higher cell-supplies in read mode respect to wordline and
bitline voltage level. In proposed video memory, higher order bits of pixel data are stored in protected
bitcells (bitcells with larger cell-supply during read and smaller cell-supply in write mode) while lower
order bits are stored in unprotected bitcells (same cell-supply voltage as wordline and bitlines voltage
level). Proposed design improves the image quality and at the same time keeps the power consumption
low. The proposed design has three supply voltages and allows low-power SRAM implementation with
minimum design changes and negligible area overhead compared to conventional 6T SRAM array and
also provides a dynamic power-quality trade-off at run time.
Table 8.2 summarizes the proposed techniques and designs of this dissertation.
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8.2 Future Work
1. Improving the runtime of OpenRAM characterizer:
As explained in Chapter 3, OpenRAM includes a memory characterizer that measures the timing
and power characteristics through Spice simulation. This characterizer generates the Spice stim-
ulus and runs the circuit simulations to produce the characteristics in a Liberty (.lib) file. In the
first release of OpenRAM, characterizer uses the entire Spice netlist of SRAM macro for sim-
ulation, therefore the runtime of large SRAM blocks is very slow. Besides, to simulate the full
range of process, voltage and temperature corners and also the effects of process variation, the
number of characterization runs and the data processing time per run grow exponentially. In order
to improve the run time it is possible to partition a SRAM macro into sub blocks each with a few
hundred transistors and then submit each partition for characterization. Next, characterizer should
be modified to assemble and compress all the characterized library data for each partition into a
single output Liberty file. By automatic partitioning and Spice stimulus generation, this technique
can greatly improve the characterization speed.
2. Adding Approximate SRAM design to OpenRAM:
Approximate SRAM offers the opportunity to improve the power consumption of computer sys-
tems for specific applications. Approximate SRAM designs like dual-voltage SRAMs (where
high voltage cells can be used to store most important bits of data and low voltage cells store
less important bits) can be added to OpenRAM. In fact, OpenRAM can be modified to generate
approximate SRAMs based on the level of precision. Quality of the output signal, technology
parameters and power constraint can be used to determine the number of high and low voltage
SRAM cells. Statistical calculations can determine the failure rate of SRAM cells at different
supply voltages or SRAM cells in different sizes and results can be added as an input table to
compiler. Based on the data of this table and desired accuracy of output signal, best configuration
of approximate SRAM that leads to less power consumption can be generated.
3. Utilizing Reverse Short Channel Effect (RSCE) to optimize the 12T SRAM bitcell:
Short channel devices have been optimized for regular super-threshold circuits to meet various de-
vice objectives such as high mobility, DIBL, low leakage current, and minimal VTH roll-off [123].
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However, a transistor that is optimized for super-threshold may not be optimal for achieving high
performance and low power in the subthreshold region. Short Channel Effect (SCE) is an undesir-
able phenomenon in short channel devices where VTH decreases as the channel length is reduced.
Variation in device critical dimensions translates into a larger variation in the threshold voltage
as SCE worsens with increasing DIBL [124]. Traditionally, nonuniform doping was used to mit-
igate this problem by making the depletion widths narrow and hence reducing the DIBL effect.
As a byproduct of this technique, a short channel device shows, reverse short channel behavior
where the VTH decreases as the channel length is increased [125] [126]. In subthreshold circuits,
the SCE mechanism is not as strong as in super-threshold circuits. On the other hand, RSCE is
still significant enough to affect the subthreshold performance due to the reduced DIBL and the
exponential dependency of current on threshold voltage. Applying an effecting device sizing for
subthreshold circuits utilizing RSCE helps to achieve high drive current, low device capacitance,
less sensitivity to random dopant fluctuations, and better subthreshold swing. RSCE can be uti-




Appendix A: MATLAB Codes for SNM
Calculation
1
2 f u n c t i o n SNM MonteCarlo ( )
3 c l e a r a l l ;
4
5 % This i s t h e on ly i n p u t f i l e which i s t h e e x t r a c t e d waveforms from t h e
s p i c e s i m u l a t i o n s . To g e t t h i s f i l e , you can s i mp l y s e l e c t t h e
waveforms i n WaveformViewer and e x t r a c t them i n a . t x t f i l e .
6 Y1 = i m p o r t d a t a ( ’ 6 T r e a d . t x t ’ ) ;
7
8 Step = 0 . 0 0 0 1 ; % D e f i ne t h e s t e p o f e x t r a c t e d s i m u l a t i o n r e s u l t s
9 VDD = 0 . 3 ; % D ef i ne t h e s u p p l y v o l t a g e
10
11 X1 read = 0 : S t ep :VDD;
12 Y1 read = Y1 ;
13 X2 read = Y1 read ;
14 Y2 read = X1 read ;
15
16 S p l i n e D e r i v a t i v e ( X1 read , X2 read , Y1 read , Y2 read , VDD, S tep )
17 end
18
19 % This f u n c t i o n r e a d s t h e i n p u t f i l e , p l o t s t h e VTC c u r v e s and c a l c u l a t e s
t h e s i d o f b i g g e s t s q u a r e can be f i t t e d between t h e l o b e o f VTC c u r v e
and p l o t s t h e G u a s s i a n o f a l l SNM v a l u e s .
20 f u n c t i o n S p l i n e D e r i v a t i v e ( X1 , X2 , Y1 , Y2 , VDD, S tep )
21
22 [ x1 , i n de x1 ] = s o r t ( X1 ) ; % s o r t t h e X and Y v a l u e s
23 sx1 = 0 : S t ep :VDD;
24 sy2 = min ( Y2 ) : S t ep : max ( Y2 ) ;
25 SNM= [ ] ;
26
27 f o r n l i n e =1: s i z e ( Y1 , 2 ) % Loop i s based on t h e s i z e o f MC S i m u l a t i o n
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28
29 [ x2 , i n de x2 ] = s o r t ( X2 ( : , n l i n e ) . ’ ) ;
30 y2 = Y2 ( in de x2 ) ;
31 y1 = Y1 ( index1 , n l i n e ) . ’ ;
32
33 % S P l i n e f u n c t i o n u s e s c u b i c s p l i n e i n t e r p o l a t i o n t o f i n d cs1 a t t h e p o i n t s
i n t h e v e c t o r x1
34 cs1 = s p l i n e ( x1 , [ 0 y1 0 ] ) ;
35 cs2 = s p l i n e ( y2 , [ 0 x2 0 ] ) ;
36
37 % p p v a l f u n c t i o n e v a l u a t e s t h e p i e c e w i s e p o l y n o m i a l c s a t t h e que ry p o i n t s
sx .
38 sy1 = p p v a l ( cs1 , sx1 ) ;
39 sx2 = p p v a l ( cs2 , sy2 ) ;
40
41 [ sy2 , i n d e x ] = s o r t ( sy2 , ’ descend ’ ) ;
42 sx2 = sx2 ( i n d e x ) ;
43
44 %d o r d e r t h d e r i v a t i v e o f t h e cs f u n c t i o n
45 p d e r 1 = f n d e r ( cs1 ) ;
46
47 % f i n d t h e i n t e r s e c t i o n between two VTC c u r v e s
48 midPos2 = f i n d ( abs ( sx2−sy2 ) <0.001) ;
49 midPos2 = midPos2 ( end ) ;
50
51 % f i n d t h e p o i n t s where s l o p e i s c l o s e t o −1
52 s l o p 1 = f i n d ( f n v a l ( p de r1 , sx1 ) <= −0.999 & f n v a l ( p de r1 , sx1 ) >= −1.001) ;
53
54 mX1 = sx1 ( s l o p 1 ( 1 ) ) ;
55 mY1 = sy1 ( s l o p 1 ( 1 ) ) ;
56
57 mx2 = [ ] ;
58 my2 = [ ] ;
59
60 f o r i = 1 : midPos2
61 x c l o s i n g = f i n d ( abs (mX1−sx2 ( i ) ) − abs (mY1−sy2 ( i ) ) < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
62 i f ( x c l o s i n g )
63 mx2=[mx2 sx2 ( i ) ] ;




68 % f i n d t h e p o i n t where s l o p e i s c l o s e s t t o −1
69 mX2 = mx2 ( 1 ) ;
70 mY2 = my2 ( 1 ) ;
71
72
73 % c a l u l a t e t h e SNM as s i d e o f l a r g e s t s q u a r e
74 b i g g e s t s q u a r e s i d e = abs (mX1−mX2) ;
75 SNM = [SNM b i g g e s t s q u a r e s i d e ] ;
76
77 % P l o t VTC1
78 p l o t ( x1 , y1 , ’b−’ ) ;
79 ho ld on ;
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80
81 % P l o t VTC2
82 p l o t ( x2 , y2 , ’b−’ ) ;
83
84 % P l o t t h e b i g g e s t s q u a r e between VTC1 and VTC2
85 r e c t a n g l e ( ’ P o s i t i o n ’ , [mX2, mY2, b i g g e s t s q u a r e s i d e , b i g g e s t s q u a r e s i d e ] ,




89 % Round t h e SNM v a l u e s t o 4 d i g i t
90 SNM = s o r t ( round (SNM , 4 ) ) ;
91
92 % C a l c u l a t e t h e o c c u r a n c e o f SNM v a l u e s
93 o c c u r = [ ] ;
94 f o r i = 1 : 1 : s i z e (SNM, 2 )
95 o c c u r = [ o c c u r sum (SNM( : ) == SNM( i ) ) ] ;
96 end
97
98 % P l o t t h e SNM d i s t r i b u t i o n
99 f i g u r e ;
100 p l o t (SNM, occur , ’ LineWidth ’ , 2 , ’ Marke rS ize ’ , 8 ) ;
101 ho ld on ;
102 x l a b e l ( ’ Noise Margin (V) ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
103 y l a b e l ( ’No . o f O c c u r r e n c e s ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ k ’ ) ;
104 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 , ’ LineWidth ’ , 1 . 2 ) ;
105 ho ld on ;





Appendix B: MATLAB Codes for PSNR
Calculation
1 c l e a r ;
2
3 c l o c k = imread ( ’ c l o c k . t i f f ’ ) ; %Read t h e sample image e . g . c l o c k . t i f f
4
5 % E r r o r s e q u a l t o c a l c u l a t e d f a i l u r e −r a t e v a l u e s ( e x t r a c t e d from n o i s e
margin d i s t r i b u t i o n ) i s added t o t h e image . e . g . f a i l u r e −r a t e 1 =
0 .00001 and f a i l u r e −r a t e 2 = 0 . 9 9
6 A11= i m n o i s e ( c lock , ’ s a l t & p ep p e r ’ , 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 ) ;
7 A12= i m n o i s e ( c lock , ’ s a l t & p ep p e r ’ , 0 . 9 9 ) ;
8
9 % C r e a t e f i l e t o w r i t e t h e d e g r a d e d images
10 vec1 = fopen ( ’ v e c t o r 1 . t x t ’ , ’ wt ’ ) ;
11 vec2 = fopen ( ’ v e c t o r 2 . t x t ’ , ’ wt ’ ) ;
12 vec3 = fopen ( ’ v e c t o r 3 . t x t ’ , ’ wt ’ ) ;
13
14 f o r i =1 : s i z e ( A11 , 1 )
15 f o r j =1 : s i z e ( A11 , 2 )
16
17 % Read t h e p i x e l s o f d e g r a d e d images
18 s t r 1 = ( num2s t r ( d e c 2 b i n ( A11 ( i , j ) , 8 ) ) ) ;
19 s t r 2 = ( num2s t r ( d e c 2 b i n ( A12 ( i , j ) , 8 ) ) ) ;
20
21 % Wri te t h e p i x e l s o f d e g r a d e d image i n t o new f i l e s
22 f p r i n t f ( vec3 , ’%d ’ , b i n 2 d e c ( num2s t r ( s t r 1 ) ) ) ;
23
24 % C o n c a t e n a t e b i t s o f p i x e l s o f d e g r a d e d images . e . g . f i r s t b i t o f s t r 1 / A11
and seven b i t s o f s t r 2 / A12 form t h e p i x e l o f d e g r a d e d image
25 CON = s t r c a t ( s t r 1 ( 1 ) , s t r 2 ( 2 : 8 ) ) ;
26
27 % Wri te t h e c o n c a t e n a t e d p i x e l s o f d e g r a d e d image i n t o new f i l e s
28 f p r i n t f ( vec1 , ’%d ’ , b i n 2 d e c ( num2s t r (CON) ) ) ;
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29 f p r i n t f ( vec2 , ’%s ’ , num2s t r (CON) ) ;
30 end
31
32 f p r i n t f ( vec1 , ’\n ’ ) ;
33 f p r i n t f ( vec2 , ’\n ’ ) ;
34 f p r i n t f ( vec3 , ’\n ’ ) ;
35 end
36
37 f c l o s e ( vec1 ) ;
38 f c l o s e ( vec2 ) ;
39 f c l o s e ( vec3 ) ;
40
41 % Read back t h e c o n c a t e n a t e d p i x e l s o f d e g r a d e d image t o show image and
42 % c a l c u l a t e PSNR
43 A1= i m p o r t d a t a ( ’ v e c t o r 3 . t x t ’ ) ;
44 f i g u r e ; imshow ( u i n t 8 ( A1 ) ) ;
45
46 A2= i m p o r t d a t a ( ’ v e c t o r 1 . t x t ’ ) ;
47 f i g u r e ; imshow ( u i n t 8 ( A2 ) ) ;
48
49 PeakSNR1 = p s n r ( u i n t 8 ( A1 ) , c l o c k ) ;
50 PeakSNR2 = p s n r ( u i n t 8 ( A2 ) , c l o c k ) ;
51
52 f p r i n t f ( ’\n The PSNR1 v a l u e i s %f ’ , PeakSNR1 ) ;




6T : Six-Transistor SRAM Bitcell
8T : Eight-Transistor SRAM Bitcell
10T : Ten-Transistor SRAM Bitcell
12T : Twelve-Transistor SRAM Bitcell
ASIC : Application Specific Integrated Circuits
BER : Bit Error Rate
BL : Bitline
BTI : Bias Temperature Instability
CMOS : Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
CRBL : Configurable Replica Bitline
DIBL : Drain Induced Barrier Lowering
DRC : Design Rule Check
DSM : Deep Sub-Micron
FoM : Figure of Merit
GMC : Generic Memory Compiler
HNM : Hold Noise Margin
IC : Integrated Circuit
LVS : Layout Versus Schematic
MC : Monte Carlo
MRBD : Multi Replica Bitline Delay
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NMOS : N-channel metal-oxide semiconductor
PDK : Process Design Kits
PMOS : P-channel metal-oxide semiconductor
PSNR : Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
PVT : Process, Temperature, Voltage
RBL : Replica Bitline
RC : Replica Cell
RRBD : Reconfigurable Replica Bitline Delay
SA : Sense Amplifier
SAE : Sense Amplifier Enable
SCMOS : Scalable CMOS
SINM : Static Current Noise Margin
SNM : Static Noise Margin
SOC : System-on-Chip
SOI : Silicon On Insulator
SPNM : Static Power Noise Margin
SRAM : Static Random Access Memory
SVNM : Static Voltage Noise Margin
VLSI : Very Large Scale Integration
VTC : Voltage Transfer Characteristic
WL : WordLine
WNM : Write Noise Margin
WTI : Write Trip Current
WTP : Write Trip Power
WTV : Write Trip Voltage
ZBT : Zero Bus Turnaround
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